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WANTEDS'

WEATHER

, PAY WELL

FORECAST

Th
Try One
A Optie'
And Be Sure.
1

Tonight and
. '.'Wednesday
Generally Fair.

NEW SULTAN

trJ

pouring In and the Vali gave them.
arms, alleging' that they were Tur
kish soldiers." Rumored that Abdul is Dead.
London, April- 27. A dispatch from
Constantinople from a news agency
says: "Rumors are current In the
Turkish capital that Abdul Hamid Is
dead. Troops are said to have taken
him from his palace last night They
found hlnr unconscious in an inner
room of the harem."
-

PLACED 01

;

Overrules Motion for
Nashville, Tenn. April 27. Judge
Hart today overruled the motion for
BROTHER OF ABDUL HAMID II
a new trial in the Cooper murder case
NOW RULES IN TURKEY IN
and an appeal was taken- to the su
HIS STEAD.
preme court.
Duncan Cooper and son Robin were
sentenced to twenty years for the
SALUTE ANNOUNCES CHANGE
killing, of former Senator Carmack,
J ;
'
.
Both were In the court room, accom
h '
FORMER HEAD OF EMPIRE CON- panied by Mrs. Burch a daughter of
Colonel Cooper. After the court's de
VEYED ACROS3 BOSPHORUS
cision was made the bond was fixed
TO ASIATIC TURKEY.
as at present
l.

'

,

of conspiracy in illegally assisting to

bring Chinese into the United States,
United States District
Attorney
David Leahy has been on the Job ever
since the case came up and has made
strong arguments during the trial
Major Llewellyn, .special assistant to
attorney general, has' Also played an
Important part in tbe prosecution of
the case. " Assistant Dfstrict Attorney
H. W Clark of Las Vegas has' also
assisted In the prosecution.
Within ther last twenty-fou- r
hours
important facts have come to light
and the grand Jury has been kept
in' session and, several startling dis
CONGRESS WILL MAKE APPRO JUDGE PARKER WILL LATER PRO
closures are expected within the next
NOUNCE
SENTENCE ON
PRIATION TO ENABLE TAFT
forty-eigh- t
hours.
- TO VISIT
ALASKA.'"
V PRISONER. .
Mrs. Maynard, who is deaf, has been
at the, trial, and It was. while sitting
in the court room she lost the pillow
TAWNEY TALKS TO PRESIDENT TRIED ON BRIBERY CHARGE containing, it is alleged, $2,000. Offi
cers here refuse to commit ; themselves, but it is' the general belief
AND CORRUPTED IMMIGRATION OFFI
CALL8 AT WHITE
HOUSE
that the amount was much ' less.
CIALS TO SMUGGLE CHINESE
LEARNS OF PLANS FOR TRIP,
Among others to be tried on the
INTO COUNTRY,J
THROUGH WEST.
smuggling charges are Captain Green,
formerly government inspector; Lon
Miller, colored porter, and othem.
SAYS KE IS MISUNDEESIC3D CONDUCTOR MADE BIG FIGHT

EXPENSES 0 F JURY FINDS

TRIP WILL

PAVMADH

BE PAID

GUILTY

ASKEST OFFICERS

JAPS LEAVE
QAM

unlv

'
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.
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-
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Sa-ba-

.

FOUGHT IN

ANNALS OF FED-

CRIMINAL

AT LOS AN
GELES IN HONOR OF JAPAN- ESE SQUADRON.

HUNDREDS OF CHILDREN SING
OFFICERS TAKE iTROLLEY
THROUGH

Las Cruces, N. M., April 27. "Guil
ty" was the verdict of the jury In the
case of the United States versus
Highland D," Maynard, charged with
bribing immigration officials In con
nection with the; Smuggling of Chi
nese into the United States.
The
verdict was returned at 5 o'clock yes
terday afternoon.
J list at noon Alfred Cooley, assist
ant attorney general of the" United
States, closed the argument for the
prosecution, with a strong arraign
ment of the former Santa Pe conduc
tor, and it took the Jury Just two
hours to find a verdict
Judge Parker will sentence - the
prisoner later? ' The1 Maynard brlbwy
case has lasted eleven .days and
has been one of the ' hardest fought
criminal cases ever heard in the crim
inal court in this district. The maximum sentence Is three years In the
,
federal penitentiary. ; r
Every, phaee of the case has been
fought bitterly, and evidence given
during the triai has led to some startling developments. Upon motion of
United Mates District Attorney David J. Leahy the bond of Lon Miller,
the colored porter, which has been
$2,000, Was increased to $4,000, and
Miller was placed in jail on a bench
warrant . This action was the result
of Mijler refusing to testify when
the'
placed on the stand,' 'although
government attorneys had written
statements from hdm covering the
facts. It is believed that his refusing
to testify will give him no excuse for
asking clemency from the court.
It is the intention of the government attorneys to continue the prosecution of Maynard and others, the
next charge to be taken up being that
:
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ODDFELLOWS

HAVE BIG
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NINETIETH ANNIVERSARY
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Miss Williams
Piano Solo . . . . ,
Prof. i. H. Vaughan
Address
Piano Duet.. Misses Conrad and Glass
Miss Glass
Piano Solo
..Orchestra
Selection ....
W. A. Givens acted as toastmaster
and performed his duties in a highly
creditable manner.
Prof. J. H. Vaughan of the Normal
university faculty, talked on "Fraternity," and his address was an exceptionally able one. He wa3 the recipient of many congratulations.
Col. A. S. Taylor mad a short talk
on the origin of .the order which wa?
both, entertaining an A Instructive.
Prof. J. S. Hofer made an able adLove
and
dress on "Friendship,"
Truth," which greatly pleased his listeners. Mr. Hofer' is an excellent
!
.
speaker.
,:
Mrs- - A. J. Wertz made a short
talk in behalf of the Rebekahs, praising the Odd Fellow order and stating
'their appreciation of the tyelcome
which had been extended tfiem on
this occasion.
The male quartette which rendered
several enjoyable selections was composed of Messrs. England, Dutt. Guy
.
and Smith.

..:...

........

,

IJICHI

RIDE

VAST LEMON AND

ORANGE

GROVES.

TALKS

WITH

EVANS

., Declare Regular Dividend.
AGREE THAT
BOTH ADMIRALS
New York, April 27. The regular
WAR BETWEEN COUNTRIES
quarterly dividend of 1
per. cent
IS IMPOSSIBLE.
on
3-- 4

"

ERAL COURT.

I LUUU

BIG CELEBRATION

-

TRIAL WAS HARDEST

DMDfl

TONIGHT

.

Special Grand Jury In Session.
Ada, Okla.. April 27. The .special
'
t
grand Jury ordered by Governor Has
FEAR1 THAT PROVINCIAL TROOPS kell to investigate the lynching on DECLARES THAT FALSE IMPRES
April 19th, of James Miller, Jesse
REVOLT
SION IS AFLOAT CONCERNING
ARE BEGINNING
West, Je. R. Allen and W. T. Burrell,
AGAINST YOUNG TURKS.
HIS IDEAS ABOUT FUND.
held for the murder of A. A. Bobbitt,
sessions
this
the cattleman, began
Constantinople, April 27. ;Moham- - morning. More than two hundred
Washington, April 27. Represent
tative Tawney, chairman of the house
med Reschad Effendi was proclaimed witnesses will be heard.
committee on appropriations, talked
sultan of Turkey at 2:30 this after
with President Taft at the white
noon. Abdul. Hamid II has" been de- - TEDDY
KEHHIT
house today about his plans for a pres"
em
idential trip through the west next
Jt posed: as sultan of the Turkish
-Mohammed
is
summer.
At the conclusion Tawney
pi re. His successor
GAME
HUNT SHALL
said he would introduce & bill provide
Reschad Effendi, hla brother. News
ing for $25,000 to- be placed at the
of the deposition of Abdul Hamid and
WITH DIG SUCCESS president's disposal as traveling exthe selection of his brother to suc
;
penses,
ceed him, caused 'great excitement
said a :. false Impression
Tawney
Crowds GRANTS, GAZELLES AND A HAR- - was abroad concerning his ideas about
throughout Constantinople.
to
In
fund for the president but this was
the
began
gather
principal TEBEESTE FALL BEFORE GUNS
he thought- - the president was
because
TWO
OF
8PORTSMEN.
and around
squares, thoroughfares
not serious in; his desire to travel ex
the imperial palace Yildiz in anticipatensively.
tion tit the proclamation of the new Both Recover from Fatigue of Jour- President Taff. Is .particularly, anx-w:;.!tan.-TyFrimKapit'i, But Wll Spend, iou3 to sea Alaska ana learn ine preWeek at Ranch of Sir Alfred Pease.' cise, conditions there. .Tawney said
It ia reported here that the sultan
he believed the bill for the appropriahas been, removed from the imperial
Roosevelt and tion would pass "without trouble.
Nairobi April 27.,
palace at Yildiz and, conveyed across
the Bosphorus to a point in Asiatic son, Kennit, were sufficiently recov
:
ered today from the fatigue resulting IMPORTANT TESTIMONY
Turkey.
A salute of 101 guns proclaimed the from their first hunting
trip and
fact that Mohammed Reschad Effendi journey from Kapiti plains to the
IN BANKEUPTCY CIIUHT
was the new sovereign of the .'Otto- ranch of Sir Alfred Pease,, to go
man empire. The written declaration shooting this morning for small game.
Chicago, April 27. Peter Van Vll
in
of the Sheikulislam authorizing the They were successful
bagging sengen, the real estate broker who
dethronement of Abdul Hamid reach- grants, gazelles and a hartebeeste. last winter confessed to forgeries, aged parliament house at 10 o'clock. All members" of the party are busy gregating more than a million and
'
Five minutes later parliament pro today porting baggage and, preparing who is now serving an indeterminate
nounced the deposition of Abdul ' Ha to 0 out onf an extended expedition. sentence at Joliet, testified in the
mid and at 10:50 o'clock, forty min- Part of the .Robsevelt camp is already bankruptcy court today that the conutes after the receipt of the decision established at the Pease, ranch, and fession he made last winter was anteof the head of the church, the nation- the remainder of the caravan will dated four years by a confession
al . assembly invited Mohammed Res- move to. this point tomorrow morn- made to Maurice Rosenfeld and Berchad Effendi to ascend the 'throne. ing. The Roosevelt party decided to nard Rosenberg, both prominent JewMehemmed Effendi was proclaimed remain a week at the Pease ranch, ish capitalists. He said he sold them
as Mehemmed V. Among the thou- and a number of cases of stores were forged commercial paper for $400,000.
for
sand arrests under the orders of the sent
this purpose. Smallpox Thev declined his offer of a public
h
, military dictatorship, are Prince
their
demanded
and
among the porters in the expedition confession
Eddlne, nephew of the sultan, has been entirely checked.
money. He said he paid them $250,-00- 0
and a member of his family.
by selling the same forged paper
There was a fresh outbreak of fanFormer Representative Dies.
a second time.
aticism and murder last night at
Washington, April 27. Former Repaccompanied by looting and resentative Joseph W. Babcock, of
burning. The, situation is critical. Wisconsin, for fourteen years a memFifty Turkish officers have been ar ber of congress and for many years
rested at Erzeroum by their troops chairman of the republican congresand sent under guard to Trebizond. sional committee, died this morning".
I
It is feared that it means the. begina
the
of
of
revolt
provincial MODE GRAFT BROUGHT
ning
troops against the Young Turk officers.
The 90th anniversary of the instiTO EIGHT IN CHICAGO
Account of Massacre.
tution of Odd Fellowship in the UnitThe following account of the mur
ed States was observed in a royal
Chicago, April 27. State Attorney
ders at Adana has been telegraphed
manner by Las Vegas lodge No. 4 last
Wayman's Investigation into graft toa
Adams
Rev.
Hobert
Gibbons,
A most enjoyable entertainby
day unearthed a scandal in connec- night.
..
was
ment
,
missionary:
given at O. R. C. hall, to
tion with the leasing of the tempoin
Rebekahs and
.
been
visitdj
"Vilayet Adana has
hall on Randolph street ;It which all pdd Fellows,
rary
were' invited. There
the last five days by the worst mas- is vcity
families
their
alleged that the city is
paying were
sacre in the history of the district.
fully 200 people, present and it
199,000 yearly for the building, which
2 a. m. before they deTerror is universal and' the governthe owners have repeatedly tried to was nearly
ment is unable to check the disorders.
homes.
their
for
lease previously for a third of that parted
was given durAdana has been the storm center..
A
program
literary
sum. It is said that prominent busi"Last Wednesday morning the Arthe evening,
of
the
early part
ness men have tried to hush the mat- ing
menians began clpniDg their shopa.
which was particularly pleasing, afbut that Wayman persists in a
Ah Armenian and a Turk had been ter,
ter which there was a banquet, which
grand
jury probe.
killed in the night and the corpses
will always remain In the memory of
were paraded "through their respecthose who had the privilege of seattive quarters. The sight of the' dead MINERS AND OPERATORS
ing themselves at the table. If there
inflamed the people and a crowd of
was anything good to eat obtainable,
WILL SIGN AGREEMENT which was" omitted from the menu, It
young Armenians began firing revolvers. We went to the telegraph of,
...
has not yet "been discovered.
fice to summon the British consul and
The program was as follows:
Scranton, Pa.. April 27. An agree"W. A. Givens
while there a mob burst in and killed ment between the anthracite mine Address
two Armenians before' us. . The Ar- owners and workers will be signed at Opening ode, with orchestra accommenians went to their quarters on ths a meeting to be held in. Philadelphia
panying.
hfll and fortified themselves against Thursday, unless plans fail. The
.......'. Chaplain
Prayer
tbe Turks for two day3. Adana was
. Prof. ,T. S. Hofer
convention will meet tomor- Address
hfll. Bazaars were looted and ired. row and it ia expected that it will Violin Solo .... Mrs. Chas CMalley
There was continued shooting and ratify the preposition made by the Selection
. Male Quartette
....... Miss Conrad
killing In every part of the town. Moa- - operators and already ratified by the Piano Solo.
lems from neighboring towns began committee of miners.
Miss Andwfon
Reading

SOLDIERS

AFTERNOON EDITION
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preferred stock and
per cent
on common stock was declared today
Los Angeles, Cal.," April 27. The
by the directors of the United States
Steel corporation". '
last day of the celebration In honor
of tbe visit of the Japanese squadron
in command of Admiral Ijnchi began,
FRANCIS
HENEY
today and Will last till midnight. At 7
thi- - morning the admiral and forty
DECLARES HE WILL
of his officers went for a trolley ride,
through the lemon and orange groven
NOT STAND ABUSE of Azusa, where the Japanese were
photographed In evry pose as they
plucked the fruit and engaged In the
ANOTHER
OUTBURST OCCURS celebration. Hundicds of school chilDURING TRIAL OF CALHOUN
dren gave them welcome by singing
which
especially
FOR BRIBERY.
patriotic songs,
pleased the admiral.
The commander of the Japanese
Counsel for Defense State That He
training squadron learned yesterday
Not
Cur But HeJ
May Be
while In the HoteJ Alexandria that
'
And A.'o'uses Afiger.
Rear Admiral Robley l5. Evans was also a guest at the hotel. The Japan-- .
ese
Admiral immediately sent his
San Franciscof April 27. "I nefer
to Admiral Evans' room,, where
card
take notice of the barking of a cuV,
he was at once received. The visit
flVsaid Frapcis- J. Heney to Lewis
of the' two admirals, which lasted
Calin
of
the
trial
Parick
ringtan,
nearly half an hour, ,wa3 the occasion
houn, president of the United Rail- of,. a remarkable, discussion of interways, on the charge .of attempted national questions, including the ques
tion of war between the Ueited States
bribery this morning. Byington1 is
and Japan. The two aged officiate
one of the attorneys for the defense.
are old friends, having met years ago
"I may be a cur," replied Bying while Evans was In command of the
ton, "but not a trailing dog."
Asiatic fleet. The two officers disutmost
Judge Lawler Interfered, here and cussed the situation with the.
Admiral
Eng
spoke
Ijichl
freedom.
warned the combatants- against such
lish sufficiently well to carry on the
language. Heney, rising to his feet, conversation in that, tongue. Both
said: "I have heretofore notified the
that war between the United
court that I do not intend to be as- agreed
States and Japan is impossible.
sailed by any pefson engaged In this
case. I stood it for months when opposed by Henry Achs, and so help "RED BALLS" WILL AGAIN
me God I will not stand it again. I
shall not play baby and appeal to
BE SENT THROUGH VEGAS
the court for protection, because I
conceive it the court's duty to interSunta Fe division headquarters In
vene when these attacks ,are insti
Las
Vegas was asked by wire yestergated. I serve notice aga'in that my
could be hancharacter must not be assailed until day if the fast freights
over the
inconvenience
without
dled
we ccme to our'arguments to the jury
A -- reply was
division.
New
Mexico
are
at liberty to say any
when you
sent In the affirmative.
thing you please." The outburst Is
It is understood that, commencing
the first that has, occurred in several
soon, possibly as early as tomorrow,
days.
the 33's and 34's, two each way a day, .
will again be' run over the main line,
Important Suit Begun.
passing through La3 Vegas.
Salt Lake, April 27. The taking of
This means the employment of
testimony in the suit brought by the about thirty additional men at this
federal government to dissolve an al terminal. Two new train crews have
s
leged combination between the
already been put to work and it is unHarriman
the
comprising'
sys derstood that four more crews will
tem and other western roads for the be put into the harness again at once.
purpose of suppressing
competition
The reason given out for again routwest of the Missouri river began to ing trains this way is. to relieve a
day.
and at
congestion! on the Bclen cut-of- f
and
Mexico
.New
lower
in
tidings
It is known that
Arizona.
However,
PLANS TO PRESERVE
the alkali water on the cutoff, which
WATER POWER SITFS has to be hauled long distances at
that, is playing havoc with engine
boilers, putting them out of commisWashington, April 27. Secretary sion at a lively rate.
Bal linger of the interior department
is determined if possible to prevent
CONDUCTORS OF MEXICO
monoropistic or speculative interests
from securing control of water power
NATIONAL TO WALK OUT
sites and has Instructed the director
of the geological survey to investigate
El Paso, April 27: A general walksuch natural resources under the pub- out of conductors on the' National
lic domain, outside of the national lines of Mexico has been decided upforests not included within the with- on, according to railroad men rundrawals for reclamation
purposes. ning from El Paso Into Mexico. Thu
The secretary will report the find management of the National lines
ings to congress, with a recomnjeni irns reru(?a to remove irspertoni,
tion for legislative action.
jw bec-- presence is objected to.
,

J.

'

.

rail-pad-

.

e
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LD INDIAN FIGHTERS

TROUBLE BREWING OVER MOTOR

TO ASK RECOGNITION

All

I

BELL RANCH CATTLE

Who
Would Enjoy

STILL TOP MARKET

'

'

rn
'KliMItiitil
lllJtllllit
nine out

The Bell ranch has for many years
of every
More than
for
commanded
prices
are
in this section of New ten cases of rheumatism
he
of
rheumatism
Mexico, and in fact, throughout the simply
to
his
took
O'Donel
or
ernoon and immediately
damp,
southwest. Manager J. M.
muscles, due to cold
Pending further action on tjtj
now
In
has carefully graded up the Immense or chronic rheumatism.
of the Santa Fe trainmen tberi is a downy couch of ease. His run Is
Will
Conductor
whitefaces
after
looked
by
until
Bell
is
herd
treatwhich
being
nrew"'ug
storm
registered
the
internal
lull in
such cases no
are plentiful all over the ranges. He
between the different orders and the C. Hurt
ment is required. The free
Conductor Lamb has left the Lake
has just sold for May delivery 5,000
management over the recently inunder
but
to
with
of
advantage,
pensed
,
being
of two's at $25 a head. Deliv application
stalled motor car at San Bernardino, Valley branch for the
conditions in many instances a head
of
stretch
succeeded
10th.
on
the
short
to
th
J
.
Cal.
ery will be made May 2,
,
imple, wholesome remedy may be invalu !
at the shipping pens at old Fort Bas- Both the Order of Railway Conduc- track by Conductor Nesson.
time
the
and
if taken at the proper
able
had
Fe
a
Santa
The
large
company
com on the Canadian east of the Bell
tors and the Brothferhood of Railway
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is
clean
men
section
of
force
engaged
a
had
farm, about 14 miles from this city.
Trainmen, who have already
stairs.
alike important to present the subject
leaves the
with
The spring round-uconference
Superintendent ing up the right of way in front of
several
is'needed and it is cer
at Organization was perfected
truthfully and to supply the one perfect headquarters ranch In a few days, is all that
Hitchcock, were informed that the the reading rooms and the depot
Thomas
of
the
election
weeks ago by
tain
to
quick relief. Give it
give
it.
those
to
laxative
desiring
called the Philippines
is
what
for
management had put the car on for Raton.
for yourself how
C.
R.
Hauser
see
and
and
Keliher
president
Mcltermott left Lai
Conductor
Consequently, the Company's Syrup of pasture to begin gathering the steers i' trial'
purposes and
the, pain and
merely experimental
relieves
it
afternoon the com
Sunday
secretary.
quickly
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general for the May shipment.
Following orenes. Price 35c; large size, 50c
that at this time it waB not the inten- Vegas Sunday, with the largest train mittee on constitution and
re
tion to either allow the v regulation on record. It consisted of 74 empty ported. A large number of communi satisfaction. To get its beneficial effects this shipment the boys will begin the
the genuine, manufactured by the regular work of the round-uand
pay, as called for by the schedules of coal cars for the Hebron branch, up cations from
e
Indian fighters buy
Judge Spinks was in Tucumcari
sale
for
and
road.
Co.
the
them
California
of
only,
to
more
three
or
a
little
Syrup
we
Fig
put
wiirsee
then
the different orders,
the Bell headquarters rancfi to
of
from
the
country
various
parte
Bert Wean, a mail agent plying be
men on the crew as Is now desired hy
until , late summer when the animal visit his family. : His daughter, Eu
were read. The by all leading druggists.
seek
who
membership
tween La Junta and Albuquerque,
Tucumcari
the men.
branding is finished.
nice, has been sick for several days.
secretary was instructed to answer
The Brotherhood of 'Locomotive En- stopped off No. 9 last evening and is the letters and Instruct the applicants
News.
Beans.
Mexican
.
Jumping
Mr. and Mrs. D.
4
gineers has not yet taken the matter visiting his parents,
of Pound a Week'
to send in certified copies of their
is being created
interest
Some
W.
in
this
In
Wean,
city.
the
understood
is
that,
Colds-up but it
a young baby ought
creFor
what
Treatment
is
Best
or
other
at
eovernmnet
least,
discharge
on San Francisco '
There was etill a golden opportun
among passers-bevent of the other two orders asking
will yield to to gain in weight Does yours? If
colds
"Most
en
were
ordinary
entials
that
they
showing
street by an exhibition of Mexican
for a conference with the higher offi- ity for boomers at the local yard of titled to
the Chi- not there's something wrong with its
membership.
beans in the window. ... of the simplest treatment," says
as much as a
Not
fice
last
jumping
will
evening.
forces
the
join
engineers
cials,
"moderatlve laxatives, digestion. Give it McGee's Baby El
cago
to
Tribune,
draft
was
A
committee
appointed
in an effort to secure recognition of single name appeared on the black a memorial to congress asking that Candelario's curio store, , says the hot foot baths, a free perspiration ixir and it will begin gaining ai
New Mexican. (The beans were just
r.nrna Htnmnrh and bowel trouble.
board as extra brakemen.
their demands.
:'''" "the organization be given government brought in by visiting Indians. The and an avoidance of exposure to cold aids digestion, stops fretfulness, good
'
crew
C.
and
E.
Conductor
conRaney
While
treatment."
Following the complaint of the
wet
and
after
refor teething babies.
Indians claim that these articles C"n- back to work regular- recognition. This committee will
ductors, in regard to the action of the have been put
this treatment is simple, it requires
Price 25c and 60c. center biock
Dort at the regular meeting at 7:30 tain the
to
Indians
of
of
out
gone
end
this
south
on
the
city,
spirits
considerable trouble, and the one Depot Drug Co.
management in cutting the wages ly
night.
con
Thursday
the happy hunting grouds. They
adopting It must remain in doors for
a conductor other another thing for which they will be o'clock,
and emDloving
After the business meeting the old
WVs a day or two, or a fresh cold is almost
Tucumcari has more cement sidethan from their ranks, the Brother thankful ton next Thanksgiving day. scouts held a symposium, and for an nect many other mysterious
L
un sure to be contracted, and in taany
&
while
which
on the
Southern
with
Colorado
lying
the
Bert
beans,
Gardner,,
for
hood of Railway Trainmen asked
instances pneumonia follows. Is It walks than any other town
and
of
stories
told
hour
privation
window.
in
of
of
the
cardboard
a sheet
not better to pin your faith to an old, Rock Island and El Paso & Southa conference In regard to the crew brakeman, iwho sustained the loss
run over by a thrilling experiences during the In now and then start to move of tin ir reliable preparation like Camber-Iain'- s western lines In New Mexico.
only consisting of a conductor and both legs by. being
Cough Remedy, that is famous
own accord, rne (movement some
car at Berwind, Colo., died at dian campaigns.
engineer without a brakeman. They freight
for its cures of colds and can always
543 South LI
S.
of
Clanton
a
In
Joseph
his
a
from
in
sometiB'js
is
one,
Trinidad
times
gliding
Up Before the- Bar.
point out that it is absolutely neces the hospital
was a soldier in quick jump. No matter where they be depended upon? For sale by ai,
street,
Denver,
pan
an
of
dealers.
N.
three
juries.
H. Brown,
attorney, of Pitta-fielsary for the crew to consist
which are placed their peculiar behavior
command
W. P. Garside, district freight and General Crook's
break-down- s
Is
have used Dr.
writes
it
:"We
of
Vt.,
cases
in
as
men,
for the Santa Fe at made the memorable march from Fort continues. When placed in the hand,
W. Bane and Taos. Carrier, King's New Life Pills for years and
J.
very frequently necessary to flag in passenger agent
ana D. A. Russell, Wyo., to the relief of the beans jump about in a seemjngly
find them such a good family medboth directions, and always in one, El Paso, Texas, visited Raton
agents for the Northwestern Nursery icine we wouldn't be without them."
Horn
on
river
the
Little
Custer
Big
manner.
on
transportation
inexplicable
which at times would leave the car Trinidad yesterday
company of Denver, received 113 bun For Chills, Constipation, Biliousness
called to his on the border of Wyoming and Mon
dles of trees at Raton the past few or Sick Headache they work wonders,
with no one In charge, unless the duty matters that had been
tana.
attention officially.
PILES! PILES! PILES1
was intrusted to the passengers.
days, representing 125 orders, which 25c at all druggists.
"It would take me until tomorrow
Engineer J. J. Young, who had been
The present conductor in charge of
wtl
Ointment
Pile
they are now delivering.
Williams' Indian
!brief morning," be said, "to tell of all the
The next conference of the M. E.
the car, it is understood, is to be indulging himself in another
Piles
and
sure
Itching
Blind, Bleedng
toil at the incidents connected with our forced
watchful
from
resDite
schedchurch,
south, which will convene In
the
while
month
"I'd Rather Die, Doctor,
paid $110 per
we lived on it absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
nine
For
march.
aft
Raton
days
of
for
1910, will meet fn Tucumcari.
left
April
yesterday
contract
throttle,
uled nav. according to the
at once, acts as a poultice, gives than, have my feet cut off." said M. L.
nuts
and
coffee.
run
his
resume
ernoon
to
pinon
passenger
$135
is
R.
with the O.
C, practically
Indian Pile Bingham, of Princeville, III., "but
"When within fifteen miles of what Instant relief. Williams'
between that city and Las. Vegas,
Foley's Honey and Tar is a safePiles and you'll die from gangrene (which bad
Is
tor
Ointment
prepared
a
mile
Crow
Indian
now
left
is
agency,
guard
and
against serious results from
Nixon
family
Brakeman
'
of the private parts. Sold by eaten away eight toes) if you don't",
DAILY HAPPENINGS
colds, which Inflame the lungs
Itching
spring
command
his
and
'
Custer
new
where
home.
from
Raton for Vaughn, their
said all doctors. Instead he used and develop into pneumonia. Avoid
Wil
50c
mall
and
$1.00,
druggists,
A girl babe was born to Fireman Their household
Bucklen'a Arnica
till wholly counterfeits by Insisting upon having
goods were loaded were massacred, we received the news
lams' Mfg Co., Props., Cleveland, cured. Its cures ofSalve
and Mrs. H. E. Anderson last Friday. and will follow them immediately. of the terrible affair.
Eczema. Fever the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar,
The transfer of ' Fireman Barton Brakeman Nixon is working on the
"Three days later I participated lh O. For sale by Center Block Drug Sores, Boils, Burns and Plies astound which contains no harmful drugs. O.
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
the world. 25c at all druggists.
from this city to Belen is only .tens cut-of- f
out of that terminal on the the battle of Slim Buttes, where we Co.'
.
porary.
sword."
CuBter's
recovered
'
Machinist Frank Hockett, of the plains.
Thomas Keliher is perhaps the dean
Yesterday the piles and etacks- of
AGENCY FOjt BUTTERICK PATTERNS
He served
bill3 of lading for general' merchant of the Indian fighters.
but not WiouBly so.
dise and what not on the cashier's four years battling against the i4d
R. R.VBlack. broke a. email bone In desk at "the local
freight office was men in Wyoming, the greater part 'of
his left arm when his motor car much heavier than had been the case the time with headquarters .near Cas
jumped the track at Rincon, N. M.
before in many moons. But there per, Wyo. He told a number of in
E. T. Springer of the St. Li R. M. &
be another lull after the rush
may
teresting yarns, and recalled times
jp. offices at Raton came down to Las over.
when his company went many days
7.
Vegas Saturday afternoon on No.
Harris, who conducts a tailoring without food, and how the soldiers
J,
;
Frank Ware, a boilermaker here, and
repair establishment on lower robbed the ormy mules of their corn
is off work a few days, resting hi3 Railroad avenue, has been quietly for that
they might eat it raw themback and digging the soot out of hi)" weeks and months gathering up bones selves.
optics.
from every available source. And
Isaac Gibson, 4925 29th avenue
Conductor E. V. Bryant and trusty now that he has a
sufficiency on hand, Denver, after serving three years in
crew returned, from Raton yesterday he is
loading a full car for shipment the civil war, followed with three
whither they had taken a silk train to St. Louisj
years in Indian campaigns in the west.
of ten cars.
J. W. Burks brought ten He had two horses shot from under
Conductor
Car Foreman William Lewis has cars of,
yearlings to the local stock- him in the battle of Medicine Bow.
the splendid special items previously advertised for the April Sale will still be
been dispatched to Lamy again to
from the south yesterday aft
'One of the purposes of the organ
yards
look up several matters pertaining ernoon. The noois ana norns were
offered
for the coming week, and in addition to these many more, just as good,
ization will be to secure the enact
to cars and coaches.
to St. ment of a bill in congress to provld
will be on display Monday morning: Every one of these is in goods perfectly adapted to
from
billed
Texas,
Valentine,
Conductor .A. H. West brought in
Francis, Kansas, by way of Denver. for the pensioning of old Indian
use for Spring and Summer, and the possible savings are apparent.
No. 2 passenger train yesterday aft- They were unloaded and fed here in fighters and frontiersmen.
compliance with the government
FAT
BOW
law.
Deafness Cannot be Cured.'
TQJjRBtf
The dispute between the American by local applications, as they cannot
National reach the diseased portion of the ear.
A Lazy Stomach the Cause of thin- conductors employed by the
Mexico and the manage- There ,1s only one way to cure deaf
of
railroad
In
Ten.
Time
Nine
ness,
Tailored Suits, Worth to $18.50, S 9.98
Skirts worth to $10.50
$ 6.98
ment over the question of inspectors ness,' and that is by constitutional
The'
an
is
caused
remedies.
Deafness
deadlock
reached
have
the
stage.
by
has
or
v If you are thin
lean,
White Waists, worth to $3.50,......2.25
has ab- inflamed condition of the mucous lin
Tailored Suits, worth to $26.50, 15.00
scrawney arms and neck, you can't committee of the conductors
of the Eustachian
Tube. When
ing
offered
terms
the
refused
by
food
properly solutely
grow fat unless your
th's tube is Inflamed you have
the road. The railroad declares its rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
digests.
White Waists, worth to $2-7Tailored Suits, worth to $35.00, 19.98
.1.98
final.
and when it Is entirely closed, Deaf
People take on flesh in proportion decision is
ness
is
the
In
and
unless
the
the
which
result,
matter
who
was
brakeman
A.. Hallenbeck
to the nutritious
flammation can be taken out and this
organs of digestion absorb and pass on the Lake ..Valley unlimited tor a tube restored to its normal condl
White Waists, worth to $2.25,
..3.48
1.48
Skirts, worth to $5.50,
,
Into the blood.
number of years and left Rincon to Hon, hearing will be destroyed forJust as long as this nutritious mat- take a 'similar position on the Belen ever; nine cases out of ten are caus
...5.38
White Waists, worth to $1.75,-..- .
ter passes along without being ab- cut-of- f
. .1,19
Skirts, worth to $8.00,....,..
has returned and brought his ed by Catarrh, which is nothing but
so long will you remain family. Since leaving Rfiiicon .they an Inflamed condition of the mucous
sorbed,
just
surfaces.
,
:
"'."--'thin. ' " t
have lived in Albuquerque and Clovis,
We will give One Hundred Dollars
and
bowels
stomach,
Perhaps your
but they say they have returned to for any case of deafness (caused by
liver need a tonic. If your digestion end their days In the only city in catarrh) that cannot be cured
a
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send . for Cir
tablets will put New Mexico.
is not perfect,
15o Cabinet Wire Hair pln ..
Best quality Indigo blue or fast black
.
... 8c
,
culars, free.
it right at once.
,
Oalicos
All sizes Smdfced Pearl Buttons, dozen
note
a
2 Jo
she
that
&
Co.
F.
Leaving
J.
stating
Ohio,
Toledo,
Cheney
'
and
a
cure
will
indigestion
Good Pins, three papers for
Sold by druggists, 75c.
feared she was losing her mind!, and
........6c
10
46c
for
Yards
35o and 40o Ruohing, yard
every conceivable ailment of the
1.........25c
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
good-byto all, Mrs. F. C.
(Each customer limited to 10 yards.)
stomach promptly. It cures by build bidding
10c Talcum Powder, box
3C
wife pation.
the
and
attractive
young
Smith,
Good quality fast color Apron Ginghams,
35o Embroidered Belts, white and colored ...25c
ing and toning "up and not by en of the
of
Rock
the
Island
manager
H. C. Keefe of Denver, Colo., U
20o Embroidered Washable Belts,
couraging a tired stomach to contin- hotel at
..
10 Yards for 50c
10c
Limon, Colo., threw herself Raton to attend the
ue its shiftless and health destroying
5o White Handkerpheifs,
trap
shooting
:
10 yards.)
under
wheels
of
Pacific
a
the
Union
customer
to
limited
(Each
habits. It promptly drives away sour
contest- next week. Mr. Keefe Is
123go All Linen Handkercheifs,
i 9C
train as it was leaving the station at
Yard wide, good quality bleached Muslin,
Washable Braids, all widths, yard
crack shot and represents the WIr
stomach; belching of gas, heaviness 3:40
..
0
o'clock in the morning. She was
35c Veilings, blhck white, blue,
aJter eating.
14 Yards for $100
Chester Gun Co.
,
grey
:20c
killed.
instantly
a
50c
G.
for
E.
65o Child's Fancy Caps,
..."...50c
Murphey sells
(Each customer limited to 11 yards.)
a large box, and guarantees It to
Rheumatism.
The propobltlon of building a new
LACES,' EMBROIDERIES
Yard Wide, heavy weight unbleached Muslin,
cure Indigestion, sea and car sick- More than nine out of every ten
court house in Chaves county was4 ofValenciennes
and Imitation Torchon Lace,
all
and
of
16
ness,
pregnancy
cases of rheumatism are simply rheu
Yards for $1.00
vomiting
(
;
worth
5c yard'
stomach diseases and distress, or ficially launched at Roswell, when matism of the muscles, due to cold
16
customer
limii
ed
to
,
(Each
yards.)
a
the county commissioners adopted
Valenciennes and Imitation Torchon Lace
money back.
or damp, or chronic rheumatism,
15c, quality Cotton Batts,
worth 12c,
.
Is sold by leading druggists resolution which puts them on rec- such cases no Internal treatment
9C
yard
in
as
of
favor
ord
The
the
free
proposiapplication
required.
being
12c Each.
,
everywhere.
and
Embroidery
1
Edging
worth to
Insertion,
tion. It is now up to the citizens to Chamberlain's Liniment Is all that
'.
7K
v
needed, and it Is certain to give quick
yard.
EXTRA SPECIAL
petition for an election.
F"3
relief. Give it a trial and see for
and
Embroidery
Edging
&
worth
"Glove
to
Insertion,
All
Futing" Royal Wprcester"
yourself how quickly it relieves the
lj0- 10c yard.
Mrs. George Layman, of Spring pain and soreness. The medicines
;
$1.25 Corsets, 98c
Embroidery Edging and Insertion worth to
given internally for rheumatfield, Mo., has arrived in Ro3well to usually
Newest
medstyles and in all sizes.
or
are
ism
very
strong
22c,
poisonous
loc j aru.
who
has
been
husband
icines. They are worse than useCores catarrh' or lnonny brick. Just join her
interseveral
there
and
chronic
up
muscular
cases
of
in
working
less
in.
days
breathe it
Complete outfit, inclcding
rheumatism. For sale by all dealers.
est In a new business college.
ir.i:;'.''.r$I. Extra botu;s ."0c DruK-t- i

CAR INSTALLED BY

THE SANTA FE

vtt

cut-off-

'

'

old. men.. of
the plains and frontier met in room
621 Charles building in Denver, Colo.,
Sunday afternoon, and adopted a constitution of an organization yet to be
named, whose membership will be
made up of old Indian fighters and
r.en who served the government In
that capacity from the close of the
civil war up to' 1882.
It required some intrepidity to start
with, as the aged men, some of them
ciippled, had to climb six flights of
A handful of Intrepid

good health, with its blessings, must understand, quite clearly, that it involves the
question of right living with all the term
implies. With proper knowledge of what
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may
be made to contribute to living aright.
Then the use of medicines may be dis
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SOME FARMERS ON THE MESA EAST

I

OF CITY THAT INVITE FAILURE
East Las Vegas, April 27.
the Editor of The Optic: I am
'
surprised, 'after the experiea
jn of
1908, and In the face of conti-acad

TUESDAY,

Ing been loaded upon- - trucks' at night
and pulled without the town limits
by traction engines , while the good
people slept There has been much
hard feeling of late over the removal
of so many houses from Texico to
Clovls, and the move from town at
night was done to avoid the delay
that an injunction might cause. The
people have before threatened that
anyone moving houses from that place
to Clovls would be immediately en
Joined if caught in the act while
within the limits of the town, and
for this reason most of the houses
have been put on the slide while the
villagers slumbered.

is in March and April,, for the reason
May 10th ' to
25th has abundant time to mature
and with the certainty of our sum
vice from men of sound Judgment and mer rains there Is no chance of
extensive observation, that ao.no of failure.
v
the farmers on the mesa are inviting
Last year I sowed 25 acres of oats
failure by sowing their grain too on the Phoenix ranch after
May 20th.
early.
jThe ground was eo dry that the seed
Farming) here can be made as much did not germinate and on the morn
of a success in the way of ai certainty ing of the 26th of June waa
apparent DEATH COMES 10
of crops as in almost any state in ly as dry and as well
preserved as
the union, but if these rules are ig- though it had been kept stored in
HOTEL MANAGER
nored, farming here is like
the granary. On the afternoon of
..on the stock market you may and June 26th a drenching rain fell. In a
.. you may not
Arthur Horton Davenport, promi
few days the oats- were green. Later
I think the methods laid down by other rains came. September
10th nent in the management of the chain
the advocates of scientific soU cul- the ' oats were ready to harvest,
of hotels for the Union Pacific rail
ture, for the preparation
of, the yield of nearly 100 bushels to the acre. road, died April 17 at the Albany ho
ground for the storage and conservaBut suppose an early frost had come, tel in Denver, Colo., of pneumonia,
tion of moisture, are fairly well un- you say? True, but we are not ad while on his way, to Green
River,
derstood by our, farmers, and no vocating the sowing of seed June 26th, Wyo., to take charge of the company':-hote- l
doubt most of them are making an but a month earlier. The philosophy
in that town.
For over fifteen years Mr. Daven
attempt to follow,, in a measurs nt is to sow in time so that the grain
least, these methods and rules. Consid- will germinate and make roots and port was one of the managers of the
of
houses
ering that this locality is favored stool some and yet not advance far Harvey chain
eating
with much more rain than many other enough to begin to Joint, and then through the southwest, but for the
localities where dry farming has bpen if we have; a dry June, the grain fast few years had been in the emsuccessfully carried on for years ; alpo will stand still and may even .turn a ploy of the Union Pacific.
Mr. Davenport's death came Just
.the fertility of our "soil above such little brown, but when the rains come,
other places, and that it has a certain it will Immediately respond and with three days before his 42d birthday.
quality; that retains moisture bettor leaps and bounds, so to speak, will Mrs. Davenport will accompany the
than the aoil in most parts of - ne go On to maturity and abundant har body to Warsaw, Ind., Mr. Daven
semi-ariwest, together with the fact vest before the possibility of a frost. port s birthplace, where the funeral
that our rains come in the grovmg
If there are those who do not be services will be held.
Mrs. Davenport was prostrated by
season, make It next to a crime to fall lieve this plan a wise one, let me
to produce a gdod crop each year.
ask you to give at least a 'part of the shock of her husband's ' death.
The vital point is the time of seed- your grain the benefit of my plan There are no children.
ing. Now, I do not say that unless and I am sure you will not regret it
To my mind it is a scientific fact
grain is sown at a certain time, that
SOUTH
WILL HAVE
athe crop will be' a failure. Some yea-- s,
that has been demonstrated by long
as in 1907, a crop can be sown any years of precipitation records and
BIG HOME COMING WEEK
time from March to June and an soil fertility, that all the small grains
abundant crop be the result. But my can be as successfully grown here
South Bend, Ind., April 27.
contention is to insure a good crop as anywhere in the United States, if
South
that the time of seeding la the vital proper methods are followed and wis Bend and St Joseph county will have
celebration
great
thing after the preparation of the dom is used in the time of seeding. 1
inclusive, when, former
soil, and ihat no matter how well the submit that it is not a fair test of October
ground ia prepared, if certain condi- what the country will do when vital residents will be given a most cordial
tions arise, which are very apt1 to principles are Ignored. The country welcome back to their old heme to
arise, that unless wisdom is used !n is not so much on trial as those who renew friendships. Religious services,
the time of seeding that failure must assume the responsibility of tilling parades, illuminations, reunions and
be the only reward for the labor ot the soil without studying the condi- other features will occupy the week.
, tions necessary to success. . If proper The event will be given . under the
the sower.
Now tt the point: WE MUST NOT methods are followed in farming direction of the South Bend chamber
SEED TOO EARLY for the following there will not there cannot be a of commerce. That organization de
reason. There is invariably sufficient failure unless climatic, conditions sires that every, former resident, of
moisture to germinate the seed that change from what they have, .been South Bend or other parts of St Jois Blown in March and April and for the past 40 years since the gov: seph county send it his or her name
.
Is and address.
when the rains in May come, being ernment records have been kept It
to
farm
those
for
yo.u.g
the
assuming
criminal
2.06
inches,
an average of
sort of a don't- out in a to follow a.hap-hazarGlanders at Clovis.
4
grain ahoots up and starts
is
all
pro
when
method
might
far
they
know
Reports from Clovis, N. M., are to
marvelous manner. Thus
well and if one or two rains could be ceed on rational and "scientific prin- the effect that the town is infected
folciples that would soon demonstrate with the deadly disease among horses
relied upon during the 30 days
be
would
the value of our country in an agri and mules known as glanders. The
abundant
crop
lowing." an
land wagon yards are being quarantined
mred. But when we consult liu cultural way; and in five years
would be worth as much per acre and man 7 horses and mules have been
the
of
precipitahere
records
government
as It Is In the killed. The Inspector is having evtion for June and learn that it la In dollars and cents
I
Invar
hope the farm ery horse and mule, found, to have
this
valley.
Mississippi
that
and
iv 1.91 Inches
business and the slightest symptoms, killed.
to
the
down
of
will
get
few days
ers,
iably comes the last
before they
U
The limit to be paid for horses and
ten
waste
years
that
not
condition
a
month we have
In this coun- mules Is placed at $65. Wise farm
how
crops
to
learn
grow
IflP
nln
RICHARD A. MORLEY..
ers know that that this, is a small
with try.
Tn la our hottest month,
moisture-absorbin- g
amount to get for a team worth f 400.
some
and
skies
ctear, hot
Mexico.
Is a disease without a cure and
crufor
This
Off
the
are
winds. These
In the only way for farmers to keep
and
territorial
stoolcd
deputy
N.
O.
have
Marron,
cial days. The grains
New Mexico for the Knights of Colum their horses from getting it is to keep
nature Is crowding on
disease.
Joint
second
the
bus, left Albuquerque for the City of thentf away from the
aeethe first and
will exemplify the
he
where
abnormally
Mexico,
a
sickly,
in turn appear,
Date Fixed,
six third degree tova large class of can
formed head opens on a stalk
congress will be
The
farming
dry
of a har- didates on May 2.
inches high and the hope
October 26, 27
Mont.,
held
at
Billings,
exem
last year
He will be assisted in the
an announceto
dest is gone. We Baw this
28,
and
according
if the plification by the degree officers from
and we will see it this year
from ChairButte
in
received
ment
other parts
distribution of rainfall is according San Antonio, Texas, and
board of
of
the
C.
man P.
Bowman,
of Texas and Mexico.
to the average year.
The
dates
of
the
congress.
governors
Mr. Marron will remain in Mexico
The way to farm in this locality
with the re
accordance
in
fixed
are
:
i
with the certainty of an abundant about two weeks.
commendation of the Montana board
no matsow
1
grain,
to
your
harvest,
control. ,
of
Moving at Night
ter what it Is not earlier than May
Texico, the first station' east of
10th and from that on to the 2Bth,
niirintr the sDrlnj? every cne would
and if you have so much that you Clovls, and which is only eight miles be benefited by taking Foley's Kidcannot sow it within these dates sow distant Is badly stirred up over the ney Remedy. It furnishes a needed
to the kidneys after the extra
as soon thereafter as twwwiMe. even prospect of faslng many of their res tnnie
strain of winter, and it purines tne
"to June 5th, but the ideal time Is idences and business houses to their
up
blood by stimulating the kidneys, and
.from the 10th to the 25th of May. neighboring city to the west
(analne them to eliminate the impuri
A number of houses are now on the ties from it Foley's Kidney Remedy
This rule should be followed, no mat-new life and vigor. Pleasant
ter what the condition of the moisture way to Clovls from that place, hav- - imparts
to take. O. O. Sehaefer and Red Cross
Tta

that grain sown from
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TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUGH

BUY

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
straight whiskey. Shake well, and
take in doses of a tea'spoonfui every
tour hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in 24
hours and cure any cough that h
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that , your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin
cinnati. O.

OLD HOMESTEAD

HIGHEST PATENT FLOUR
MADE By
NEWEST and
BEST PSOCESS

circles, is dying from heart trouble in
the Deaconess hospital In that city.
He was unconscious all day, and his
death Is expected momentarily.
Dr. Kirkwood, who is 71 years old,
has been for nearly 25 years synodlr
cal superintendent of that district, including Colorado and Wyoming and
formerly New Mexico, Arizona and
California. He has also been synodi-ca- l
clerk of the synod of Colorado for
,,
nearly 30 years.
Mrs. Kirkwood died several years
ago. Five children, three of them liv
ing in that city, survive.
The Laugh on Tom Gable.
"We have nothing to say," was the
answer to repeated questions made to
a member of the Patten fishing party
at the ranch of the Adams Cattle
company In Colfax county, N. M. Pat
ten and party are at present sojourn
ing .at the ranch, but nothing can be
learned concerning
the proposed
length of Patten's visit to New Mexico.

There Is no Other

"JUST

Try our Yankee Coal

1
line-Lo-

Leopold Blddle, general
the Gorilla Gold Mining
company, came down to
Denver and left for the
properties In the ' Baldy

trict

manager of
and Milling
Raton from
company's
mining dis-

'

Co.

T.,
Mr. F. G, Frltts, Oneonta,
writes:
"My little girl was greatly
benefited by takng Foley's Orino Lax
ative, and I think it is the best remedy for constipation and liver trouble." Foley's Orlno Laxative Is best
for women and children , as it is mild,
nleasant and effective, and is a
splendid spring medicine, as It cleanses the system and clears the com
plexion. O. G. Sehaefer and Keo
Cross Drug Co.
Elbert Hubbard, the famous author,
editor and lecturer, passed through
Raton, en route east, and was greeted at the train by his old friend, E.
E. Studley.
For. Constipation
Mr. L. H. Farnham, a prominent
druggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says:
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets are certainly the best thing
for constipation."
on the market
Give these tablets a trial. Tou are
certain to find them agreeabfe and
pleasant in effect Price 25 cents.
Samples free. For sale by all deal
ers.

; E. E. Cox, an attorney from CarrolMrs. Chas M. Apple, worthy matron
ton, Ala.," arrived In Sliver City last
of
Queen Esther Chapter No. 1, Oj B.
ad
the
with
Is
so impressed
week and
was given a farewell party by the
vantages of Silver City that he will S.;
of the order In Raton.
members
In all probability locate and practice.
-

By The Way

Most well dressed men will say
''Ed. V. Price & Co., of Course."

'
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a

Four hundred new samples are shown
in thel909 Spring and Summer book and
you'll no doubt find your suit among
them.

f
Will Take Your Measure,

M
O.

V. ftlUME

CD

tyf?'

is a man who can't see good in any
person orthjng. It's a habit caused
by a disorderly liver. If you find
that you are beginning to see things
through blue spectacles, treat your
liver to a good cleaning out process
with Ballard's Herbine. A sure cure
for constipation, dyspepsia, Indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, all
liver, stomach and bowel troubles.
Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Dr. E. J. Prlng's physicians

-.

'

'

T

,

GO.
and
(incorporated)

GROSS, KELLY

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
anil Doalorm In

WOOL, HIDES

and PELTS

Homo mt
lam Yoga; N.M., Albuauortfuo, Mm M.. Tuoumomrl,
Mm
M., Poooa, Mm Nlm, Logan, N. M., Trinidad, Colorado
Emmt

DAI.1 WAGONS,
RAC!X-SATTL-

tho Dost Farm Wagon mada

EY

CO.. Vohlolos

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
or more; each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.

a,ooo lbs.,
i.ooo lbs.,
200 lbs.,

Less

than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice. the
aurity Ind lasting: qualities of which have made Las Vecaa

famous.

701 Douglas avenue.

Office:

Browne
,

i; fcozanares

(lo.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Saads and Saadara

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent
Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

'
Medicines-Hig-

h

Headquarters In the Territory for

Pijws. Agricultural Implements
FULL

LEV .OF MEXICAN

AUCLE

SOAP

A Healing

A Knocker

k

Salve for Burns, Chapped
Hands and Sore Nipples.
As a healing salve for burns, sores,
sore nipples and chapped hands Cham
berlain's Salve Is most excellent It
allays the pain of a burn almost In
stantly, and unless the injury is very
severe, heals the parts without leav
ing a scar. Price 25 cents. For sale
by all dealers.

.,..'.-

prices'

COOESLUMBEIteO,

:

N.

west

PHONE MAIN 56

El Paso to the effect that Patten Is
liable to arrest for violation of the
fish laws of New Mexico was met
with a voice of laughter.

s,

little ash

-

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall paper.

'

.

fever-Ishnes-

No soot and

AS GOOD"

'720Q0 PGUiJDC TO THE TON.

' Told of a report emanating from

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
Mothers who value their own com
fort and the welfare of their children
should never be, without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet , Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They break up colds, cure
constipation, teething disorders, headache and stomach troubles.
These powders never fall. Sold by
all; drug .stores, 25c. fJon't accept
any substitute. A trial package will
be sent free to any mother who will
address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy.
N. Y.

IIOISTEAD"

"OLD

Dr. T. C. Kirkwood Dying.
Dr. T. C. Kirkwood, former pastor
of the FlTst Presbyterian church of
Colorado Springs, Colo., and a prominent leader .in western Presbyterian

.

--

Ask your Grocer for

at

report that he is getting
along better than they at first hoped.

if you have backache and urinary
troubles you should take Foley's Kidney Remedy to strengthen and build
up the kidneys so they will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble may
develop. O. G. Sehaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Harry Fanning, who recently resigned his position with the Rems- berg Mercantile Co.. at Raton, has
moved out on Johnson mesa. .
We often wonder bow any person
can be pecsuaded Into taking any
thing but Foley's Honey and Tar for
coughs, colds and lung trouble. Do
not be fooled into accepting "own
make" or other substitutes. The gen
uine contains no harmful drugs and
is in a yellow package. O. G. Sehae
fer and Red Cross Drag Co.

Meet your Friends at.

Opeira Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

Old Taylor Bourbon A Sharwood Byo

Sarvod Blraoi front Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave,

'

ELcs Vegas, NM

1
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completed for Chrisman & Gallaway
on the Furlong building at the west
Mrs. Hallett Raynold3 will enter end of, the GaUinas, fiver bridge. 'It's
The business situation has been
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at
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tain
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The Optic Publishing Company iorders
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'?. '' chandise
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having been placed upon a tonight. This will be an important for the entertainment to be given by
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can
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when
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a
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probably
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Eve Glass Satisfaction!A
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vui? If

'

':',,
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un-.en-

'

on and

For perfect satisfaction, the easiest to put

mounting.
to get off eyeglass made.

'

'

Vic

hardest

I

?

v

v

hand-to-mout- h

'
letud fit you with a

so.

,
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'

'

agsortmebt
.off smoked
of
gll . klpds-glasses; goggles of every descripUon; mineral glasses
:i
'
iO''tB-1-Optica- l
same.
prescriptions accurately filled and broken lenses ;reDhced

We

carry at all times a large and varied

.

'.'.

-

-

w

UM.

.......

Livs

'

.

,,..'

'

.

New Mexico

Vego-s- ,

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of Lols Vegas
'

Southwest. . Boost
home industry and telephone your orders jto us for either keg or
''
bottle beer.
.,,(
32.
, . PHONES MAIN 67, 61

We re now making the finestr beer inj the

...

western $3.606.00; yearlings $6.00
6.80; lambs $5.508.25; western $5.5
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yards, white and colored fancy flowered, strip-Ivved, checked, cross bar, figured. We offer

U

-

andOc- at

"
Chicago Provisions Market.
27.
wheat.
Close,
Chicago, April
Corn,
May, $1.21; July, $1.05
Oats,
New York Metal Market.
July 69
May, 71
56
New York, April 27. Lead steady, May, 56
14; July 49
July $18.07
Pork, May, 17.82
$4.204.25; copper dull, 12
13;' silver, 52
Lard, May, $10.35; July, $10.50. Ribs,
July $9.87
May, $9.82
New York Money Market.
New York, April 27. Call money 1
Kansas' City, April 27. Cattle 8000
4
2; prime mercantile paper, 3
4: Mexican dollars 44.
head including 300 southerns; market steady. "Native steers $4.80
New York Stocks.
6.25;
6.60; southern steers $4.50
New York, April 27. Amalgam- southern cows $2.75
5.00; native
Atchison, $1.08
pfd., cows' and heifers $2.605.90; stockated, 75
$1.03
Newv York Central, $1.29 ers and feeders $3.75
5.60; bulls
Union $3.405.20; calves $3.506.25; westSouthern Pacific $1.43
Pacific, $1.86 13; Steel, 53
pfd., ern steers $4.806.30; western cows
5--

1--

5--

1-- 8

1--

7--

3--

1--

1--

1-- 2

5--

1--

7--

3--

3--

$1.14

-

$3.755.25.

.-

head; market steady.
6.50; lambs $6.50
8.00; wethers and yearlings $4.75
'
7.50; ewes $3.505.90.
Sheep-9,00-

'

Chicago Stock Market
Cattle 1,500
Chicago, April 27.
head; market steady. Beeves $4.65
6.80; Texas steers $4.405.50; western steers $4.35
5.50; stockers and
feeders $3.405.50; cows and heifers
'
$2.005.80;- calves $4.506.00.
13,000
head; market strong
Sheep
to shade higher. Native $3.606.00;

0

Muttons $5.25

I. F, O'Leary has resigned his

as deputy assessor at Las Cru- ce 10 accept a position as uuok Keeper
and inanager of the Turney meat market there.

For

.

I ,JK

I

St. Louia Metal Market,
St. Louds, 'April 27. Lead firm,
4.15; spelter lower, $4.90.

J.Jv

I;.,

:

;

.

'

worth?27c
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and

JEWELER

TAUPERT

st

The First Communion Boy
WE OFFER
Blue serge Suits, Juniuor style Coats, long lapels, cuff
sleeves, knickerbocker pants,
'.,

05

150 JfOflf

ZBnd

$6.

We Offer Special Inducements in

J

'

Wash Fabrics

bf fa

and

Tub

Dcttcd Swisses
'

SHOES
.,'

..

.

Dresses

Specially interesting' to mothers whose doughters will make their
?
iirst communion.

Specially priced at

YQPil

Rczzly CJzzlo fJlsiio Drcccoo
FOR CUIUS FROM

-

rjzl&orourjh Baiicto

A light fancy lawn flowered, striped,
dainty wash fabric.

Patent, Guhmetal, Kid, Calfskin.

White and Colored.

About 300 yards, in the different size dots, all new
t ,
goods, perfectly white, 35c values,

1Dg
'

and OXFORDS

Specially priced at

$2.00 White Dresses,
"
2:50 "
3.50
4.00 "
5.00 "

TO 14 YEARS

trimmed we have reduced the

Dainty materials and beautifully
these dresses as follows:
price-o-

checked, figured,

6

Yard

IIECIIVIEAR
Windsor, all shades; Dows,

Four-ln.he- nd

;

$145

VJc Give

1.97

........'.......

2.63
2.93
3.75

.

T

..........

White blouse Waists with soft collar
65o
White plaited Waists, no collar
.$1.00
Blouse Waists, Russian, no collar.
G5o
Shirts with collar or without, white or colored G5o

livqy

An "Ingersoir' Dollar Watch with every boy's suit from

Q5.GQ&&

One lot of tJIsses' White Dresses v
8 to 1,4 years,
llZfis
$2.25 and $2.50.

,

4

25

PIECES

Fnn&y Lavmo
12 yards in each piece, worth

$2.00 to $2.50 a

Specially priced at

piece

.Special,
worth,
These dresses are all in good condition. (The reason we offer
them at such a ridiculously low price, is because we have too many
V
and we wish to close them out.

Ik

White duck or canvas for Misses and

Children.

We show new Pumps and Oxfords,
Pumps the new style ankle strap,

ent or

Specially priced

LACES

Pat- -

New lot imported.

Kid.- -

IS

An extra discount of

on"

Pumps and Oxfords

fJioQCG' Foot VJonr

iho Picco

20 PER CENT

Silk Parasols, Japanese style.

,

uita
Boys'
Pants

-

2 pair

EPREEDS.Cn
Rochester H.Y

'4

'

white ribbon for the

OIIFORDO

First Communion C!rl.
i-

-

Si

'tf

Knickerbocker.

V

V

M

j

I

'

VIzzEGtQ
Boys'
Russia, no Collar, Blouse.

'

PAILY OPTIC,

LAS VEGAS

Qualification
for compounding:
conies from long
experience, careful training and

th

means forjU
selecting fdrugs of '! "
thep best quality?
Our facilities, our
our
equipment,an
dr
experience,
a complete stock
of all drugs and
chemicals esp-

ecially invite
your prescription
trade here.
INTERS DRUG CO.
Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.

traveling representative of Grunsfeld
Bros., of Albuquerque.
Honry L. Noll, of Trinidad, is in
town today from Santa Pe, talking
:.- and selling pickles.
Attorneys Charles A. Spless and W.
G. Haydon departed for the Mora
court by. fast team this montng. ;
Governor .George Curry will arrive
in the city from Santa Fe tomorrow
morning and drive, across country to
Mora.
Joseph Jackson, of Renneslaer, Ind,
is visiting his wife and daughter, who
have been residing here for the past
several months.
H.. A. Canter has
returned from
Mora, where he assisted Daniel Cas-sidin moving Into hte new location in that town.
, J. W, Adams- Is a guest at Hotel
Castaneda this afternoon from' Ajodit
Vernado ranch, wherever that spot on
earth is located on terra flrma.
Mrs. R. E. Alldredge departed this
,afternoonj foher' hbm dtt" Springer,
N. M.,r leaving her f. little t,daughter,
Helen, the guest of friends In this
......
city.
....
,
Miss Lillian ' Blood, a cousin of the
Eastside postmaster, resumed her
trip to Topeka from Los Angeles this
':.
afternoon."
B. H, Newlee a resident civil engineer for the Santa Fe Raiway company returned to his headquarters
here this afternoon from a south trip
which included Algodones, Sooonro
county.
J. P. Earickson, a local merchan
dise broker, is visiting Raton today on
business.
Division Superintendent J. M. Kurn
has gone to Denver to meet Mrs.
Kurn on her return from California
and accompany her to Las Vegas.
Miss Luz Baca has gone to Carrizo
ranch In Union county and Domingo
Baca, an uncle, is relieving her temporarily at the news' depot at the
lobby of the west side postoffioe.
Engenio Rudulph visits town from
Roclada and reports plowing and
planting the order of the day out that

,

:

.

FIVE
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Safimigplfationa

4
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;
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l-Bai-
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0
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4. M. CUNN1NCHAM,

rRANK SPRINGER, Vice

.ar.:

War-

--

'

Comfort

0
0

H5f$f

v

at all if your savings are deposited here.

0

0

0.

:

on every dollar yoa put in this bank.
You can rest easy and sleep sweetly if your money
is intrusted to this savings bank. Open an account.

Furniture

The Old Hickory

0

.

INTEREST KEEPS PILING UP

0
0

'

'.

LAS

line of Porch

Rockers Chairs and
Settees are now on display at

VEGAS

SAVillGS DAIISl
OFFICE wnu

Can Clique 1 National

evening, and departed for the Capital
City.,
Ricardo Gomez and daughter drove
"Happy Home Builders"
to town from the ranch today.
Opposite T. M. C. A. '
Pat Walsh, who has been general
baggage
agent for the Santa Fe for
and range In Socorro county in which
like 35 years, went east
something
his father is heavily' interested.
here yesterday afternoon, dethrough
J. H. James and wife are at the
stined to Topeka.
Rawlins house from Memphis, Tenn.
Rev. Fr. C. M. Capalupl, S. J., a
The big dance given by Pocohontas
vice-priein Albuquerque, arrival
of this city at Fraternal
af'-noon
degree
hera from the Duke Cit;' this
night was
and is a guest ot Jesuit Fath- Brotherhood hall last
ers at the former Las V9.;; college largely attended and wa an excepK
tionally successful and enjoyable
building on the We3t side
J. B. Thayer, a vice president of the
Pennsylvania road, went easb with
car and party from Grand Cannon on The funeral of Daniel Ortega, whose
body was brought to his home in this
No. 8 this morning.
Miss Jessie Jones returned to her city from Albuquerque on No. 8 this
home in .Wagon Mound this afternoon morning, will take place from the
from a short but pleasant visit to Eastslde Catholic church at 8 o'clock
tomorrow morning. Frlendsi of the
friends in this city.
are Invited to attend.
family
who
a
is
Rev. Brother J. Hermes,
worthy successor to Rev. Brother
Governor George Curry yesterday
Botulph as president of St. Michael's at Santa Fe
completed the selection
a
visit
concluded
In
Santa
Fe,
college
of the territorial conservation
comto Rev. Brother Arthemian, president
which will consist of Solo
of "De 'La Salle institute here last mission,
mon Luna f Los Lunas, W. Fleming
Jones of Las Cruces and A. A. Jones

'

:

0
0

Dank

i

:..

V;";

For The Gigantic

Saturday

$
0

h

of every description
and

.

'

m.

.3.1

v

Interest Paid on Time Deposit"

;

0

Hammocks and Porch

'

.

'"

"

is a tedious way of adding. You don't have to count

PORCH SHADES
Vudor

PrtUni

r,1

' HOBKtN. Cashier.
,
J
P. .m. JANUARY, AMt Caahtor.

D,

COUNTING FIGURES

udor

..

.

"V'

0'

0
0 ;
0
0
0

'J'il!

y

" ' :J
i
today.
J. A. Shire registers from Denver at
the Central hotel. , , v
R. I. Hedgley. books at Hotel La
''
Pension from. Pueblo.
Max E. Henster Is a visitor today
from Colorado Springs."
t
P. Gregory Is around this way
again from Boston, Mass.
H. D. Weeks Is a Castaneda hotel
guest from Chicago today J
Edward Hose arrived here from
'
Kansas City last evening.
W. J. Mahary came in from San
Francisco on a night train.
W. C. Ragsdale came to town last
evening from Dallas, Texas.
Miss Cora Pettijohn left for Kansas
City on No. 2 this afternoon.
W. C. ijuaid reached the city from
St. Louis yesterday afternoon.
E. L. and C. L. Hughes put upat Attorney and Mrs.
George H. Hun
the Eldorado hotel from Hills, Iowa. ker and the baby drove over to Mora
Mr. and Mrs. L. Manheimer
are today.
,
Mrs. E. E. Printer, who had conclnnatl, O
ducted a rooming house at 309 RailJ. P. Kukendall arrived from Phila- road avenue, departed for Clovis this
delphia on an early train this morn- afternoon.
John Porter, a son of H. M. Porter,
ing.
J. W. Clay is off on a trip to Anton the Denver capitalist and property
Chico and other Guadalupe county owner, passed through for home this
towns In company with S. Harris, a afternoon from a visit to the ranch

APRIL 27r. 1909

0

'

.

Max Klein visits town from Denver

TUESDAY,

We are furnishing and hanging paper for
other people. Why can't we for you?

Phone Main 150

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
SOUTHWEST CORNER PLAZA

ot Las Vegas. The commission was
created by the
legislathirty-eight- h

assembly, which appropriated
a year for a secretary and contingent expenses. ,

tive

$1,500

WANTED

Girl for general house
work; must be thoroughly competent as cook and housekeeper. We
keep man to do heavy work such.
as carrying in coal, polishing floors,
washing windows on outside, etc.
No washing. Good wages to right
party. Phone this office.

Santa F Is to have a new National
Guard company. Charles H. Gilder- sleeve is reported to be making an
i
ROCIADA HUUHI.
tho city a new mili
attempt to give
'
near
the
tia company to be composed in In the Roclada valley,
or
Write
nice.
Spanish-speakin- g
mountains.
of
Everything
greater part
'
phone L. G. Qulggs, Roclada, N. M.
young men. '

i

:

I
1st

A complete new line of Rugs in Jg
the evry latest designs and
P
colors have just
arrived
u
w

g

1
is

pi

foECHtSE the TJanufacturers nave
QJ: selected tlua. store, ,aa men
ocailei foi an 'mmapo'o, 'quantity: of
merchandise''
;

Come in and see themO before

,

buying.

g

j

'

r

'

THE

LLOYD-LOO- M

-

Tha F.VII representatives will bo at "El Palaclo"
conduct
from New York City and will personally
mer- new
of
this sale with an Inmenso quantity
mo
nuns to
chandlso, direct trom

'

fc

Brians

t(ldlFMGJaW

EHD SYNDICATE

CircQtm

.

.

B16-3-

W

DOUGLAS AVENUE

j

....

a- -

-

5

'

IAS

BIX
VENTILATING
Use of

THE HEN HOUSE.

Muslin on the
Windows.

Sash of the

cut
My plan, which is shown in the
works very well. The sash leans in
12 Inches at the top and the space ai
the sides and top is covered .witn mus
Un.
Sash works on hinges at bottoir
SWARM CATCHERS.
and can be closed if desired. There is
on the fowls, It does
Be no direct draft
Light 8trong Cages Which Can
Hive.
Over
Quickly Placed

I hare never seen the need of a
and it
long pole for a swarm-catchewas long ago when I began to use
the kind which I am about to describe. It Is Convenient, as we are
other
nanHinar to and fro. busy at
work, when we see a big. swarm be
ginning to Issue, to pick up a ugm
ura and flan It over the front of the
hive. It saves their mixing with oth
er swarms which may be already out
and nreventi their Koing Into high
trees or drifting into the yard of
some pettish neighbor. This cage tnat
T naa prnlftlnii a. writer in Gleanings
in Bee Culture, has wire cloth upon
five sides, while the other side is open.
The open side fits so closely against
the hive that no bees can get out. The
bees will cluster rather compactly in
the course of an hour. After that the
catcher can be handled In almost any
way. If I am not ready to hive the
bees I put the catcher containing tne
warm into a sack, and hang it up on
the shady side of a building, or the
bees can be shaken out into any

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

All tho Gold
HI GEORGIA

CouM not Bay- O. Ann

Reding.

IT. ItOe.

ttaMM. B 0. DaWrrr A Co..
Chlcaeo, Ul.

Q1

taT-9-7

Object to 8trong Medicines.
Many people object to taking the
strong medicines usually, prescribed
by physicians for rheumatism. There
Is no need of internal treatment in any
case of muscular or chronic rheumat
ism, and more than nine out of every
ten cases of the disease are of one or
the other of these varieties. When
there Is no fever and little (if any)
swelling, you may know that It is on
ly necessary to apply Chamberlain's
Liniment freely to get quick relief.
Try it For sale by all dealers.

.SThS

of the

Mumi-do- n

wovW not Uve

foeuto,

lvci I

la the Spria

rat-Ta-na

fnr

frupt

T&aXSTm

bom

Branded
On left shoulder

kodol dy

u

I nod it

a fin

U.M.

;

;

coRmcu.

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
FOOD AND DEU0 LAW

Sash Ventilator.

PUSS

not Interfere with the light, and no
extra opening is required. If It is ae
nirahla nava the Farm" and Home. 10
NnHcn la hftrehr riven to whom It
open the windows a frame can t3
This is only, a sample of (
concern that tha following d
made for the sash to work in, and the
may
the great gooa inai is
anrlherl BRtrav animal Was taken UD bV
frame fastened with hinges at the do
LAwrence weicn, Hiaomneia, jn. m.
torn and the muslin attached to th
daily done everywhere by
t:
One red heifer, I yrs oia.
t
frame. A double 'sash can be used, .c
In an ordinary window, and can be
Branded
,The illustration shows the front of opened In the usual way.
On left riba
lnch auger-hol- e
one of my hives and the
ALPHABET,
entrances " which I have used
POULTRYMAN'S
k
nnarlv prnluslvfilv for about 20 years.
.
to
Z
of the
I have made an arrangement
Valuable Points from A to
Said animal bein unknown tn ila
tha bees to climb ud to these en
Business.
Sold by Schaefer's Pharmacy ' and Board, unless claimed by owner on or
trances, but it la out of the scope of
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
;
flam after last annnaranM nf this ail.
Advertising is the stepping stpne to Winter's Drug Store.success.
ertlsement. said astrar will tiA anld
i
Be thankful to get any prize at all
by this Board for tha benefit of the
owner wnen round.
without expecting anything.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Choose your variety and Jump, In.
Laa Veia N. M
Discard the narrow breasted, one
legged ones. ' They are a delusion and MEN learn barber trade; short time 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
a snare.
Estray Advertisement.
required; graduates earn $12 to $30
Every neglect has its cost in poul
Notice is bereby given to whom it
per week. Moler Barber College, may
try raising.
concern that the following de
Fattv meat should never be fed to
Los Angeles.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
.
few
laying stock.
Jose de Jesus Trujlllo, Black Lake,
Gentleness is virtue in. the poultry $90 A MONTH, $70 expense allowed N.
M.
i
yard.
ro put out merchandise
One sorrel mare about 8
at
start,
Have an object in view and then
; Diagram of the Catcher.
Or- yrs old.
Mall
and
catalogues.
grocery
work strictly to the line.
Branded
der House. American Home Supply
this 'article to describe it. The three
Indifferent care will ruin the capacl
r
On left hip
.
,
small holes prevent the swarm from ty of any breed.
Co., Desk 43, Chicago, I1L
'
fin
would
if
Issuing- as rapidly as It
.Said animal being unknown to this
Johnnycake is a good feed. If you
e
were used want to become a slave to your chicks WANTED You to buy lumber at $8 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ordinary
v.ore ventilation is necessary, but It
$10 and $12. S. Lu Barker, Beulah before May 17," '09, said date being 10
Keep on advertising.
is secured in another way rather than
Let the comb act as your health
days after last appearance of this adN. M.
.
ut the entrance.
vertisement, said estray wiM be sold
barometer. .
v
At A, A, in Fig. 1 and 3 are the
Mix common sense with a good dis
by this Board for tha benefit of the
wishes owner
Competent stenographer
when found.
furniture tacks which are driven Into infectant for the roosts and do not
m,
to
6:30
4:30
extra
from
p.
work,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, '
the hives to hold the ewarm-catctie- r
neglect to use it.
East
Las Vegas, N. M.
This swarm-catche- r
is made entirely
Nothing else Is better for growiD Address A, C, general- delivery,
of galvanised Iron and wire cloth. The stock than dry bran.
1st, pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, i909
, - Las yegas, N. M.
dark shaded part of the catcher shows , Overcrowded quarters mean disease,
Estray Advertisement.
about the usual appearance of
death and disaster.
FOR RENT
Notice is hereby given to whom it
swarm
Profit In any kind of poultry Weed
in it.
may concern that the following deThe side
of the catcher are lng comes from having the best.
921 Lin scribed
FOR RENT One
estray animal was taken up by
can
be
made of 2'i4nch strips of galvanized
a
made
Quite few dollars
W. S. Barnes, Montlcello, N. M.
.
coln.
iron of 28 gauge bent Into V shape poultry if you have enough sense.
One bay gelding, unbroken,
Read alLyou can lay your hand
and firmly soldered to corner caps as
hands
d
rooms for about 8 years- old, about 14
iudicned. It does not take very much regarding poultry breeding, and then FOR
about 850 lbs.
Inquire M, high, weigh;
light housekeeping.
' Ume to bend enough for five or ten of use your own common sense.
Branded
s
In case there is
ihbsa
Howell, 721 Fourth street.
Scratching hens lay the eggs.
On left hip
. no
Trap-nest- a
the fraudulent
expose
;in Bhop handy by.
If. the bees of a swarm are kept in hens.
FOR RENT The rooms over Chas
Said animal being unknown to this
'.e, screen until near
Utility means more than symmetery,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Rosenthal's store.
night they cun
h hived without any of the trouble shape and feathers.
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
Vigor and vitality are the factor FOR RENT
iud anxiety about queens, or about
Rosenthal Bros. days after last appearance of this adThe
said estray will be sold
(he disposition of the swarm to stay that make the money.
hall for dances, socials and dancing vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Working hens, like working peopl
Ii'ved. We always know that the bees
schools.
owner when found.
will stay until morning, and then if are the healthiest to get along with.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Xanthous-leggefowls are marke
they have gone inside the, hive and
i
Las Vegas, N. M.
r FOR SALC
.laken possession and appear contented uppers.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
You cannot expect to keep pills and
it can be seen at a glance,' If thy
FOR SALE One good team work
are dissatisfied they usually remain capture the cups.
Estray Advertisement.
Zetetic method will bring results
):artlK outside all night and do not
horses; Ave years old. Strictly
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
custom
blind
where
fails.
following of
cluster among the combs, or hang on
sound. ; Inquire Brown Trading may concern that tha following da- the empty frames." They. act. shy of LABOR-SAVINscribed estray animal was taken np by
company, Bridge street
PICKING BARREL
When the
everything we furnish.
Longino Garcia, Bernalillo, N. M.
bees are wilful that is, when they
One dark bay mare, about
Good
FOR
SALE
horse
and
Into
Feather
Put
riding
Held
tha
Righ,t
Bag
In close cluster and do not start
4 yrs old, two white spots as if they
In Barrel.
saddle cheap. Inquire Geo. Nye, were old sores from the saddle.
10 the fields to work in the morning;
Steam Laundry.
t
H Is best to keep them confined for
Branded
'
Formerly when picking ducks or
rwo or three days. After we furnish
On right hip
"
a colony a good hive, and stores to geese we picked Into a boiler or tub FOR SALE Breeding
pen Fishel's
Said animal being unknown to this
White
on
cock
lire
all winter, and spend our
prize
Wyandottes (one
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
: ie for labor and
and four hens). Value $25. Also before
patience to get them
May 17, '09, said date being 10
1,
:H up to good working strength, and
Racine incubator and brooder, value days after last appearance of this ad'
:
have a great lot of old bees pull
$35. Will sell for half above prices vertlsement, said estray will ba sold
i; akes and hike away to the woods
M.
Flewitt, Watrous, New Mexico. by this Board for tha benefit of tha
' ought to be "put In chains." Be- owner when found.
.los swarm-catcher- s
I have about
.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
FOR SALE One lot of show cases
Las Vegas, N.
iventy boxes of simple and cheap
into which I can shake bees. It
and table counters. Chas Rosenthal 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
is no use to put the bees In a hive un- !
"-- 11 they are in' want of It.
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE
They will
Good
range, very
Notice is bereby given to whom it
realize the need of one sooner If they
other
several
612
at
cheap;
things
may concern that the following
ere clustered without hive or combs.
f
Tenth street
estray animal was taken np by
The object otthe catcher Is quick ad
H. P. Likes, Estancia, N. M.
justment. When we see a swarm be
FOR SALE Carriage, good . as new.
One old small Mexican
Barrel for Picking Fowl.
ginning to Issue we need to get there
mule, blind in rigfit eye.
1016
Fifth
street
I
Bet
ruickly.
my extracting and then had to fill the
usually
hand
Branded
house or work shop as much among Now we drive nails in sacks by
the top of a nail FOR SALE Legal blanks ot all de' the hives as possible, and the hives
left hip
into
and
thus
keg
pick
them,
directly
scription. Notary seals and recorti
facing toward It as much as possible. saving much time.
animal being unknown to thli
Said
fi
at the Optic office.
Instead of using one or two small
Board, unless claimed by owner on oi
screoned windows I have a
10
HEN TALK.
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op before May 17, '09, said date being adscreen extending entirely ' around the
after last appearance of this
days
10
tic office.
cents a bundle.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
For food consumed, no live stock
building. I set the extractor and capby this Board for tha benefit of the
ping tans bo that the operator faces on the farm yield a better return than
the hives so that his eyes can glavce fowls.
John Wesley Hill, the pastor of the owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
out across the bee yard. A woman or
The egg crop is one of the very fMetropolitan Temple in New York
Lan Vegas, N. M.
child can manage the swarms from large Items of American farms.
city, Is the next noted speaker to 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
200 or 300 colonies if they have a good
Don't buy diseases. v
lecture In Tucumcarl.
If the poultry house is damp it Is an
equipment of catchers; and they can
Estray Advertisement
it in the shade and sew or read most indication that more ventilation
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Swept Over Niagara.
of the time, no matter how fast, tna needed, not tba( greater warmth
following da
This terrible calamity often hap- may concern that the was
warms come out.
necessary.
scribed estray animal
taken np by
When the weather is warm, let the pens because a careless boatman ig- R. L. Roberts-- Laguna, N. M.
fowls out In front of the poultry house, nores the rivers warnings growing
Fresh Air for the Hens.
2
One bay stud,
yrs old.
In ventilating henhouses It Is im where they can obtain exercise In the ripples and faster current Nature's
Branded
.
portant In all seasons to ventilate outdoor air.
are kind. That dull pain or
On left shoulder
When the fowls are shut in the warnings
from tha top of the building, especially
ache in the back warns you the KidSaid animal being unknown to this
In winter; In summer, from the sides bouse they must be exercised by niak neys need attention if you would esof the building as well as from the lng them scratch In a deep litter
cape fatal maladies Oropsy, Diabet- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
top. To the dust boxes, which should hay, straw, leaves or some such ma es or Brlght's Disease. Takr Electric before May 17, '09, said date being 10
Bitters at once and see Backache fly days after last appearance of this adbo refilled with fresh material oftea, It terial.
it a good thing to add sulphur and toMoldy food, moldy Utter to scratch and all your best feellgns return "Af- vertisement said estray will ba sold
bacco dust. By all means give the In, In fact anything that carries mold ter long suffering from weak kidneys by this Board for tha benefit ot the
whol- owner when found.
hens sood litter to scratch in, and feed .spores is likely to cause canker in the and lame back, one $1.00 bottle
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
writes J. R. Blanken-shlp- ,
in it. Tt can be of cut straw, ha; or flock, and therefore should be guarded ly cured me," Tenn.
Las Vegas, N. M.
of Belk,
Ony $1.00 at all
chaff.
cars.
with
aganist
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
druggists.

o1
d
or Dyspepsia.

K

BOSS BREAD

M

5
Branded
'
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before TSIay 17,' '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of. this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, x
Las Vegas. N. M.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7. 190T)
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Estray Advertisement.
Nntlca I hereby elven to whom It
may concern that tha following de
op oj
scribed estray animal was
J. H. Montoya, ias vegas, in. m.
12
One buckskin horse,
yrs

J baa diMia at tha itomaoH
Soma phj4cJn to m it w

tarMao aaidl
a6 (of tear lor
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27, 1909
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Ear-mar-

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers .
(8L Madoney
Smith
Official City Contractors
All klnda of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Jobbiaf
promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guaranteed.

r

-

v

OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATION

Lr AVE.

A

'

;v

:)

4.

PHONE OLIVE

en-uh-

-
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THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN

T

HOUSE

JOBBERS OF

General !NIercli&riclie
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

a

.

.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

To-wi- t:

-

hive-entranc-

.

-

when-clustere-

bed-roo-

To-wi- t:

RENT--Furnishe-

swarm-catcher-

d

,

To-wi-

4--

i
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Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following da
scribed estray animal was taken np by
R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M.
One black colt, one year
old.
Branded
,
On left shoulder
One bay saddle and work horse, 10
years old.
" Branded
On left hip
t
Said animal being unknown to this
Board,' unless claimed by owner oh or
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for tha benefit of tha
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
To-wi- t:

I

1

de-ig- n

.

.

'

To-wi- t:

-

One black mare, 6

yrs

,

old.

Branded
On left hip
T, M
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 17, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for tha benefit of tha
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909

tf,r.

To-wi- t:

N. M.

jix icii. mi

-

One black mare, five yrs old.
RrnnHerl
On left hip

ITS'
w

:

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 17, '09. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Estray Advertisement
Notice la herebv elven to whom it
may concern that tha following de
scribed estray animal was taken np oy
Arthur Davis, Jordan, N. M.
One red and, Mte spo-.te- d
cow, weight 700 lbs.
1
'
Branded
'
l
On left shoulder
To-wi- t:

v

Ear-mar-

One roan horse.

To-wi- t:

k

To-wi- t:

;

.

d

-

.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement
may concern that tne ioaowing
Notice la hereby given to whom It
estray animal was taken up by may concern that tha following deR. L. Roberto, Laguna, N. M. .
scribed estray animal was taken np by
One bay stud, two yrs old La Cueva Ranch
Company, La Cueva,

.i

11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- rrthArf AfltnLV nnlmnl was tnlrpn tin hv
R. L. Roberto, Laguna, N. M.
,
One brown horse, gentle
for saddle, 10 yrs old.
Branded
(
On left hip
Branded
On right shoulder

Said animal being

unknown to this

Branded

left hip
One bay horse.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 17, ''09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement aald estray , will be sold
by this Board for tha benefit of tha
ownerf when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
On

Estray Advertisement

'

Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that tha following described estray animal was taken np by
Rumald Segura,. Vlllanueva, N. M.
'
One red mare, about 10
yrs old.
Set!
"Branded
. On right shoulder
To-wi- t:

.

Branded

m

left hip
Said animal helns- - nntrnmra
thia
days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed b- - owner on or
vertisement said estray will be sold nciore May 17, '09, said date
being 10
by this Board for tha benefit of the davs
after last
a
fcUlQ BUT
owner when found.
vertlsement said estray wiH ba sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
by this Board for
Las Vegas, N. M. owner when found. th benefit of the
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub- - May 7, 1909
CATTLE SANITARY BO ABB,
Laa Twm fI Ul
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7 1909
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement
may concern that tha following da
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Notice ia hernhv rlmm ti atinm u
E. F. Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
may concern that tha fnlmwtna- One small
range horse scribed estray animal was taken np by
pony, sorrel, three white feet, white f. x. aantistevan, Hall's Peak, N. M.
One dark hav mum 9 ot
stripe ail way down face, bad wire
scar on breast and point of shoulder. old.
,
Branded
Branded
On left hip
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
8ald animal being unknown to this
Board, nnless claimed by owner on or Board., unless claimed by owner on or
before May 17, '09, said date being 10 before May 17, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this advertisement aald estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for tha benefit of the by this Board for tha benefit of tha
owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Laa Vegaa, N. U.
1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909 1st pub. Apr 27, last pub. May 7, 1909
Board,, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 17, '09, said date being 10

On

J.

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

VrWERTAKfflB PinLOHG
THE W.
'

The only exclusive undertaken In
i
Lm Vegas.
,
- . 610 Lincoln Avenue
Md Residence

NEW MEXICO NEWS

John D. Barncastle of Dona Ana,
has been quite ill.
Phoebus Freudenthal left Las Cru
ces for Solomonville. Ariz. .
AND
Clayton's prospects for a good
business this season are now assured.
Short Orders and Regular Dinner
A refrigerating plant for the Agrl
THE BEST GOODS ' OBTAIJJABLE ALWAYS HANDLED cultural college is on the way to Me- silla Park.
Sat. PInard left Clayton for Las
Cruces, where he will be located for
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
some time.
The Artesla Electric Light com
is putting up the street electric
pany
PHYSICIANS.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. ft A.
in Artesla.
lamps
1L
Regular
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Henry Perry, an empoye of the
flrei and
Wells-FargExpress company in Tu- DENTIST
third. Thuisdays (n
is
reported ill.
Both cumcari,
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Visiteach month
Leonard Thomas of Mesilla Park, is
phones at office and residence.
ing brothers cordial
preparing to take an examination for
W.
KlnkeL
Geo.
H.
M,
ly Invited.,
West Point next month.
Chas. 11. Sporleder, Secretary.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Dr. Thomson is having the finish
ing touches put on his new ten room
DENTI8T
adobe residence at Tucumcari.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER? NO." 2.
H. B. Fergusson of , Albuquerque,
ys? Knights Templar.' Regular
Over Hedgcock's 8hoe Store
to, congress, spent a day
eonclave second Twesday in
in Las Cruces on legal business.
Phone Vegas 79
each month ' at ' Masonic
C. F. Erb has moved on his farm
rem pie, 7:30 p. m. John & Clark,
r R. LORD, DENTI8T
with his family from Artesla and they
T. C Charles Tamme, Recorder.
are now settled down to rural life.",.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
Earl Nicholson, of Clayton,- - has
CA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT-- Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
been employed as stenographer in
''
Arch Masons. Regular
Leader! Rooms 3 and 4. Phone the U. S. land office at Tucumcari.
convocation first Monday in
Main 67.
ThomasNMcGrath left Roy for Las
each month tt Masonic
Vegas and other points In the terriM. R.
Temple, 7:Sf p. m.
ATTORN EY8.
tory, where he will remain for some
has. H.
Williams, H P.,
time.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
porleder, Secretary.
The Solano Herald has the distinc
tion of being the only newspaper in
Attorney at Law
that publishes no home
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New New Mexico
,'
news. ''Mexico.
of
Knights
Pythias
E. H. Biernbaum, chief deputy
meet every Monday
sheriff of Mora county, was in Roy
Castle
wenin(t in
GEORGE E. MORRISON
Hall, Visiting Knights
witnesses for the circuit,
summoning
are cordially Invited.
court. .
J. F. 8ACKMAN.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
J. M. Remington, who is in the
Chancellor Command'
." ,
er.
drug business at Shawnee, Okla.,. was
W. D. KENNEDY.
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas id Artesla, looking after business inKeeper of Record and
'
.
terests.
Seal.
A. L. Winchester of
Russellville,
Ark., has taken charge of the Jewelry
BALDY. LODGE, NO. 77, FRATER
VINCENT TRUDEB. Prop.
department In the City drug store at
NAL UNION
OF AMERICA
Artesla.
and
Wines,
Cigars.
Liquors
imported
Me-tfirst nd third Wednesday of So. 601 Railroad Avenue.
Mrs. Andy Marcus and son, Rupe,
Opposite
each month at Fraternal Brotherof Tucumcari, have gone to Austin,
Railroad Depot
hood hall. Chas. Trambley, F, M.;
Texas, to visit her father who is ser
Billiard Tables Ir Connection
Bertha C. ThornhiU, Secretary. Visiously HI.
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
iting members cordially invited.
Farmers in the Roy vicinity are
busily engaged these days in plant
REBEKAH LODGE, I. 0. O. F
ing or getting their ground in shape
for planting.
meets second and fourth Thursday
THORNHIU,
The U. S. land office at Tucum
evenings ot r etch ' month at the 1.
cari is short of men and the boys are
0. O. P. hall. Miss Bertha Beckti,
working hard trying to keep abreast
N. O.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.;
Floral Designs for Weddings,
,
Parties, Funerals, etc. Cut ' of the business.
Mrs. j. . Dalley. Secretary: Ade- ',
Flowers always on hand.
who ..bad ..been
. S.
J
Wm.
Dm III VnAAttlirAT
4'
Humbert,
'
visiting his family at Las Cruces the
TREES PRIISED AND GABDENING
past month, left for his home in Nia
SECOND AND
. P. O. E. MEETS
attended to.
gara Falls, N. Y,
each
fourth Tuesday
evenings
Mrs. C. Strong returned to her
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Kan.,
Phone Main 167. 508 Grand Ave".,
home in Cottonwood
Falls,
'
brothers are cordially invited. W.
a
Opposite San Miguel Bank, y
after having filed ' on
Tuesday,
East Las Vegas, N.M.
M. "Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Conhomestead near Roy.
don, secretary.
Four men, Wiley Franklin, Jeff Col
lins. Frank Ware and John Jones,
Tucumcari and
ASTERN ST All-- REGULAR
in
were arrested
and fourth
second
charged with robbery.
Misses1 Minnie and Vivia Griner of
Thursday evenings of each month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
California, Mo., returned to their
home, after having filed on a homecordially Invited Mrs. Sarah A.
Ida
Mrs.
in the vicinity of Boy.
stead
matron;
Chaffln, worthy
R. W. Simpson and his son, Clyde
Seellnger, secretary pro tern.
Will Go
were treated to a farewell banquet
NO.
at the Glenrock hotel at Tucumcari
LODGE
VEGAS
I. O. O. F., LAS
for
Seattle,
Just before they left
4. meets every Monday evening at
...
Wash.
All
visit
their hall in Sixth Btreet.
Dick Simpson Of Barnardsville,
- tag brethrea cordially invited to at-VV.
CI
M
O.
.
I anile
Okla., who, with his brother, intends
J
to place a produce house in TucumJW.ertz,
McAllier V. G.;
cari, arrived there to commence opsecretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
,
erations.
C. T. Hedgcoek, cemetery trustee.
R. A,' Pendleton, the successful well
driller, has Just completed a well on
. n K. . r
.
NO.
the A. R. Abernathy place, one mile
at
102, 'meets every Friday night
north of Roy. It Is a gusher at a
their hall In the Schmidt building
i
depth of 90 feet.
west of Foantaln Square, at eight
Miss Gottlieb, who has taught in
o'clock. Visiting members are corthe public schools and in the Univer
;
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook.' pres-1sity of Porto Rico, will give a sterident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
the
at
Agricultural
eopticon lecture
on May 14fh.
college
for
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNR. C. Markley, who spends his win
meets second and
CIL No. 804,
at the Angor4 Goat ranch on
ters
fourth Thursday. O. R. C. hall, Pion- Bear creek, Grant county, has gone to
eer bldg.
Visiting members are
his former home in Camden, N. J., on
cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton,
a .short business trip.
'
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S,
Elton Everett, former cashier of
the First National bank of Clayton,
9. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD 630 Grand Ave. Phone, Vegas 119
but now representing the Kansas City
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Life Insurance company, left for Col
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visitorado points in the interest of his
Chas Holliday of Silverton, Colo.,
-e
cordially invited.
ing bro'bers f.old company.
Jno ThornhlH, president; E. C. is in Raton a few days visiting
C. S. Pedregon has been appointed
80's
friends. Back in the
Holliday
Ward, Secretary.
was one of the most famous cooks on as the official interpreter for the
mess wagons in New third Judicial district to take the
the round-uMEET IN FRATERNAL
AEDMEN
place of Jose Gonzales, who has re
Mexico.
Brotherhood hall every second and
signed to fill the office of register of
the Las Cruces land office.
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
Soul.
Words to Freeze the
e
run. Visiting brothers always
Miss Lettie McElroy and Rev. W.
"Tour son has Consumption. His
James R.
to thfc wigwam
H.
DuBose were married at the home
case is hopeless." These appallllng
Walte H. 'Davis,
Lowe, sachem;
bride in Tucumcari. The cer
of
the
words were spoken to Geo. E. Blevchief of record's and collector of
was officiated by Dr. Gass,
emony
merchant
of
a
ens,
Spring
leading
wampum.
0f the Presbyter- field, N. C. by two expert doctor- s- synodical secretary
one a lung specialist. Then was shown Ion church for New Mexico and Ari
,
i. E. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, I. the wonderful power of Dr. King'? zona.
"After three weeks'
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- rew Discovery.
E. N. McGregor, president, and F.
use," writes Mr. Blevens, "he was as
day of the month In the vestry well as ever. I would not take all the E. Meek, auditor of the Big Jo Lum
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- money in the world for what It did ber company of Wichita, have been
las avenue and Ninth street VIsitr for my boy." Infallible for Coughs. visitors in Clayton, taking an inven
aod Colds, It's the safest, surest cure
Co
FIoersheim-BlackweIng brothers are cordially invited. of
desperate Lung diseases on earth tory of .the
Chas Greenclay, president; Rabbi J. 50c and $1.00 at al. druggists. Guar lumbpr vards and ourcliasing the
antee satisfaction. Trial bottle free same.
f. Raisin, secretary.
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For Sale

Ladies He) cle
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Fresh
Ranch

Eggs

,

Watch this space
bargains.
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Time's Changes In Venezuela.
received Its 'musical
nrrre from the early Spanish resi-i'ctwho saw a resemblance
to
Vf n!e? in the sites of the Inland cities
Tlia llanos, or bleak plains, on which
il'fc I.': ueros live a precarious
life.
l ave largely changed their character
Humboldt sew ihem. Then
Cese grrat plains of 'grass supported
innumerable herds of cattle; but civil
war- led to the destruction
of the
beasts to feed the insurgents. The
Haiod are now rabidly burning a
potential source of timber.

:

M. LEWIS COMPANY.

B0tB Phones Offlc
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Best Medicine Is 8leep.
The best nerve, food In the world is
sleep. Gocd, sound, refreshing sleep
will do more to replenish the nerve
centers and build up a fagged brain
than anything that can be devised.
NerVoua people ought to cultivate the
practice of sleeping after dinner. A
short nap after the noon meal will
strengthen the nerves, and make,, ft
much more liable that the rest of the
day will be spent in some sort of
comfort.
Fright Results

An engineer at

In

'

Paralysis.

a paper works at

,

ll

A Child in a

OCCASION

DUNCAN

Subway Train Who Cried

Once Too Often.

And the Other?
The
man persisted in trying to extract information from a' prosperous looking elderly man next to him In the Pullman
smoker. "How many people work in
your office V he 'asked. "Oh," Said the
elderly man, getting up and throwing
away his cigar, "I should say, ' at a
of
rough guess, about
them."
..

two-third- s

First Mention of Playing Cards.
The earliest direct mention of playing cards discovered so far is, in the
"History of the, City of Vlterbo." The
author quotes Covelluzzo, who wrote
about the end of the fifteenth century
as follows: "In the year 1379 was
brought into Vlterbo the game of
cards, which comes from the country
cf the Saracens and ia with them
'
called nalb."
A

Cross-Eye-

d

"That handsome

Hit.
cross-eye-

boy

a great hit when he gives a
recitation," whispered one whose eyes
are straight. ,."He seems to be so
impartial. They think he is looking at
them all at one and1 the same time
when the fact of the matter is that
he can't Inok a single on of them
straight in the face."
make:--;

Rett for Our Intelligence.
Ignorance, considered alone and
afloe from truth, with which it is so
sweetly harmonious, is rest tor our
Intelligence; It raaks us forget our
past evils, dissimulates the present
ones; in fine, it is a boon, since it
comes to us from nature. Barnardin
de Saint-PierrThe Wife's Tribute,
"Your husband wor a good man,"
declared the Sympathetic' Mrs. Casey
to the bereaved widow. "He wor!
exclaimed Mrs. Murphy, dashing the
tears from her eyes. "No two police- min cud handle him."
Tit-Bit-

tered trousers, "I'm afraid these here
pants is on their last legs!" Lippin-cott'-

s.

Notice!
A London man attempted to prevent

an angry husband from abusing his
wife, whereupon the wife shot and
killed the good Samaritan.
Universal Patent Costly.
To secure a patent in each of the 64
countries issuing them would cost an
inventor $15,000, exclusive of the attorneys' fees.
Thoughtful Waiter.
Waiter "Be careful, of the; soup,
gentlemen. It is so hot that It ha3
scalded both my Jhurubs." Meggen-dorfe- r
Blatter.
Mission of Successful Man..
Not to outshine, but to shino upon

his neighbors, Is the succcsslul man's
mission. Towne.
Sometimes the Less, the Better.
We have noticed that anybody who
can sing can play the piano a little.
'
Atchison Globe. V

tle children got into the subway train

bound i uptown.
There were seats
enough, so the wife and one child in
arms sat down. The man, carrying

Starr

the other infant, prepared to take a

seat

The moment he sat down the little
girl In his arms set up a cry. She
wouldn't stop until the man got up.
For a time, as long as he remained
standing, she was quiet. The moment
he started again to be seated she
walled again.
So he had to remain standing. The
child then reached for the cord by
which the signals are given from car
to car. It was too high above her
head. So she cried again.
The father tried to divert her atten
tion to the straps as being more wor
thy of her notice. But she wouldn't
be appeased. What was he to do?
Soon answered. He turned the baby
over his knee as he sat down firmly
and gave hef something to cry for. A
shocked look came over that little
girl's face and then, after a few last
howls, she was very silent
Her father sat there with a look as
of one. who has solved a problem.
New York Sun.

Don't Fail
To

BEE
II. L. STARR'S

Uypnotlothm Work
;
at

DUNCAN IPEBA BOUSE

Ono Night Only
He deals with mind and

matter, and will make you
laugh till your aides ache.

Don't Forget
WED. MAY 5th.

Fresh air and sunlight are the great
Popular prices 25, 35 & 50c
preventives and curatives. Consumption cannot maintain a hold upon' peoDoors Open 7:30. Snow Com, 8:30
ple who take plenty of pure oxygen
into their lungs sleeping and waking.
Tuberculosis in any of its forms was
extremely rare among the Indians, If
hot entirely unknown to them, before
the advent of the whites. Like the negroes and other members of savage
races that have been brought under
to
the influence of civilization, the aborigines of this continent displayed an
unusual degree of susceptibility to pul- Is possible now and until April 30,'
monary diseases. Since the Indian 1909. Until then you can buy a
has begun to change the manner of
his life, taking insufficient exercise,
himself, consuming alco
hol and living in a stuffy log cabin,
tuberculosis has laid a constantly in
creasing hold upqn him, so that now
it is much more frequently manifest
In the red man than in his white
brother. From "The Great White
Plague" In The Craftsman.
to almost any part of California or
the northwest, while so many interHistory of Word "Person."
mediate points the fare will be no
Gen. Benjamin F. Butler, it is said, more than that
once asserted that a woman was not
a "person" and now Miss Chrystal
These tickets accepted la tourist
Macmillan, London suffragette, insists
on payment of Pullman fare.
word
the
sleeper
in
that
its legal
sense includes' women.
The word has Liberal stopovers.
had an interesting history.
Signifying by etymology something to make
a' sound through, the Latin "persona"
;
began by meaning an actor's mask
Then it
wlt,h with its mouthpiece.
meant the character represented by
the , player- "dramatis
personae."
Did you ever have as many as you
Then it came to mean the part or
character one sustains in real life; wanted? Refreshing:, weren't theyT
and so the "persona ecclesiae," the The real good ones came from Caliman who represented the church, be- fornia. That flavor came from pick
came known as a "person" in a spe- ing the fruit when ripe. Fast orange
cial sense, and was eventually spelled trains did the rest
On the other
as "parson."
hand,
'person" faded away to mean just any
Orange culture Is, a profitable ven
And so,, though a woman natbody.
ture.
Why not go to California now
urally resents being referred to as and
investigate?
a "person," In ordinary talk, many
to
women no less naturally .desire
For full Information about the trip
count as "persons", in the eye tof the
stopovers, and tickets apply to
franchise law.

A Chetixp Trip

California

,

One Way
Colonist Ticket
for $25.00

over-clothin- g

"pei-Bon-

"

"Ever
Eat an Orange?

-

Its national colleges and professional
schools including those of music and
art, give free tuition and are open
alike to men and women. Some 20
years ago when the first woman was
graduated from the medical school
the minister of education made her
a present of a carrigae and enough
money to set her up in her profession.
There are now in the Mexico
city alone at least ten
women physicians, all having large
The naand lucrative practices.
tional bureau of education is composed of 15 members, of whom four
are women.
--

well-know- n

1

(

Unex-purgate- d

Make It Effective.
out-doo-

"VS.

I
D. L. BATCH ELOR,

Las Vegas, N. M.

Myrtle Williams, who was Injured
by falling from a buggy at Tucum-

cari, is reported to be doing nicely.

The Circus
acrobat finds it necessary at all times
to keep bis muscles ana joints supple. That is the reason that hundreds
of them keep a bottle of Ballard'i
Snow Liniment always on hand. A
cuts,
sure cure for rheumatism,
sprains, sore throat, lame back, contracted muscles, corns, bunions and
all pains. , Price 25c,. 60o and 11.00
per bottle. Center Block Depot Drug
Co.

Noah's Masterpiece.
,
The book store clerk hadn't made a
sale, but it was because the book the
woman wanted has not yet been published.
"And she wouldn't believe
there was no such book," said the
,
clerk.
(
"When she came In I knew she
wasn't a book buyer, and any one
would have known it when she said:
"I want a copy of Webster's
Dictionary.'
"She was right after me when I
tried to work off on her the mere unabridged edition. She wouldn't have
it, and she left in a huff when I
couldn't produce one.
"But what she wanted any kind of a
dictionary for is a question I cannot
answer."

Eminent Authorities say
Markham: We have committed the
exercise Is needed ,by
golden rule to memory; now let us that
commit it to life.
the American People. That's all very
well, but, how can people with rheuNo Chance for Argument.
matism follow that advice? The an
No man dares dispute that a mar swer is
very simple use Ballard's
ried woman Is a slave. His wife won't Snow Liniment and the rheumatism
.
let him. Brooklyn Standard-Unionwill go: leaving you as spry as a colt
relief
Gives quick and permanent
Before All Thinns, Humility.
from rheumatism,
neuralgia. lnm
Is the A, B, C of spiritual back and all pains, uenter
uiock
life. St. Vincent
'Depot Drug Co.
Hun-.:i1t-

HOUSE

May S, 1009.

All Men Subject to Error.
A man must have a great deal of
Education of Mexican Women.
vanity who believes, and a good deal
an evidence of the progressive- As
the
all
who
of boldness
affirms, that
of
their country, the Mexicans
ness
doctrines he holds are true, and all he
to its treatment of women, esperejects are false. Benjamin Franklin. point In the matter of education. All
cially
More Than Figurative. '
."Alas," sighed Weary Wiggles, gazing dejectedly upon his torn and tat-

OPERA

An Italian with his wife and two lit

--

p

wel-com-

TO

EQUAL

Essonne, France, recently pushed another employe into a big dye tub for
a Joke.
When the victim had
changed his clothes he returned to the
works, and, seizing the engineer, made
as though to drop him over the parapet on the second floorf The engineer
was so frightened that paralysis en- TWIN FOES OF TUBERCULOSIS.
sued, the whole of his right side
to Be
His condition is very Fresh Air and 8unlight Always
being seized.
'
"
i
i
Depended Upon.
grave. ,

i

S. W. Hallock,

FATHER

-

George Evans, jr., of Tucumcari, is
spending a two weeks' vacation at
the old home in Richmond, Ky.
Peonle nast middle life usually have

some kidney or bladder disorder

that-sap-

the vitality, which is naturally

lower in old aee. Foley's Kidney Rem
edy corrects urinary troubles,, stim
ana requires
ulates tne Kianeys
strength and vigor. It cures uric acid
trnuhlpH bv strenehtenlng the kidneys
so they will strain out the uric acid
that settles in the muscles and Joints
causing .rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
.
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Are You Going?

Phones
and 194 Main

TO THE

AliASKA-YXJkoNPAC-

The

BALANCE OF THIS WEEK

Manufacturing Co.

Majestic

Oaa44-rvuu will
ocamu, ml..

nnn
boo

toVon
du,j.v

ffrttYlf At4lHl
itmi nA
aio wmiui imuij
mat jwu

.

j

(

--

possible.

Ludwig Wnc: Ilfeld

A $5.00 Order

Agent for the Majestic Range.

Receive .equal attention at

prtces

v

,

T

-

s

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
50 to 200 lbs. "

-

Give Us Your Orders,

,

SIXTH STREET

HYGEIA"';ICE'-THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLfcD WATfcR

"The Store That's Always Busy"

Telephone Main 193 and Main 194

"
CRYSTAL ICE CO..
Less than 50 lbs v

We Cani

,

20c per
30c
40c
50c
75c

"

hundred-1,00-

POSITIVELY

0

"

Save Ybi

v

a

"
- McGuire & Webb

.M.

.

RE FRIGARATORS

,

Use Ovir

Flottt

WEATHER REPORT.
April 26, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 76; mini- mum, '31; range, 45.
Huidlty 12 m.,30; 6 p. m., 24;
6 a. m., 67; (mean, 40.
Forecast Tonight generally fair;
cooler southeast portion; Wednesday
'
fair.

J

your grocer's.
Also see us for Seed Whea.t
Lt

guilty and was given ten days on the
"
streets.
This Is the usual meeting
the local Elks' lodge and
likely to be something on
members are requested to

13L

A Simple Test
If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

,

Cqlix You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depositary for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

','

t
.

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.
,

MONEY SAVED
"

D; W. CONDON

Foot Main St

Phone Main 21

Albi-querqu-

&

SON
t
.

CO.,

Al.lMLKvT HAY and GRAIN, BULK HEEDS,
VEHICLi:S IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

Mm Mies
FRESH EVICKY DAY

Breeol

e

,

Whole Wheat,
Cream,
V
Rye,

Cup

We Can Not Emphasize

the advantage you could gain by
the economy of buying Men's
Suits from $8.00 to $15.00. We
believe that it is to your and our
interest to handle,

,
'

Only The Very Best.

.White.

Before buying elsewhere come
and inspect our goods and see
how much we give you for your
"
money.
We have extended the sale on the
$3.50 and $4.00 shoes at the re- markable price of $2.5.0 until the
1st. of May.

i-

Ginger,
Cocoanut,
Yanilla.

CAKES
Caremal,

Nut,'

J.

Chocolate,
Cocoanut,
Loaf,
-

Too-Strong-

.

.

COOKIES
r
Cakes,

'

Phone Main 85

.

:

A. TAICHER.T,

615 Lincoln Ave.,
Next to Wells Fargo Express Co.
Jingel Food.

"Always the Best" at

Notice.

.

John Guthrie received soma thor
I offer for a sale a beautiful moun
on
Minorcas
Black
tain
ranch of 320 acres with 50 Jertoday
oughbred
No. 1 from Denver, the blooded' poul- sey cattle; great place for butter or
cream making or potato growing.
try arriving by, express.
"THE COFFEE MAN"
Will be on line of Scenic highway
The Knights- of Columbus will hold and government telephone line. Can
a regular meeting tomorrow nignt be bought cheap now, but will soon
Finch's Golden Wedding Eye, aged
and every member of the order is be worth much more. Address the in the wood. Direct from distillery to
urged to be present
.
you. At the Lobby, of course.
owner, Box SOI, East Las Vegas.

C.D.I10D(iIEIl'S

,

,

Any person desiring a copy of the

new game end fish laws may have
the same by applying to the deputy
Game and license Collector J. Ps
Thompson. The new law has been in
force since March 18, 1909, and it is
compulsory for every sportsman to
take out a license at once, as the law
will be strictly enforced.

Celso Valdes was given a', hearing
yesterday Wftefrnoon before Justice
of Peace D. R. Murray on the charge
of public intoxication. He pleaded

ACME

If a chap isn't- anything
0

Jul

Peanut Butter

Tv1

i'

1

of all

a caretul and thorough: inspection
vjr the hestAfter
lines ot tailonno-- we nave decided to ieature
,

v

I

r.i

H

IV..

'

-

:

IS

I.! i

V

lAV L,.

the b.:H.

rliKL(13IitS.Vjr

Ot KsVJ O. scrvit-c- .

W( nre certain we can serve the best interests
with'their exceptionally fine fabrics,
w
A
reliable tailoring and moderate prices which we will
Kft jihift to
. otter with their line.
We show various assortments of fabrics from several other
good houses, but believe our most critical patrons will be able
to select their clothes from the S. E. PERLBERG & CO.
array of Spring and Summer woolens satisfactorily.
All our lines, are now open for your , examination and
J'
'
.V.:,,.-approval.
MAD&TO-MEASUR; :
$13.60 to $40.00
SUITS
nur-rnstome- rs

V

II

lb

K

PUT UP BY

Beech Nut Packing Co.

n

inparticular-IV s a mighty valuable asset
to look like something special.

BUTTER

TRY A JAR OF

And Goes

ALSO

Figs and Stuffed Far d Dates

DEALERS IN

-

SEE

'

I

H. O. BROWN TRADfflG

s,

.

JOHNSEN

623 Douglas Ave.
the

NEWS.
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On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking',

Free from Slate or Slack

J.

tap. All
be

'

Las Vegas Roller Mil

From $6.00 Up

night for
there is

There will be a special meeting of
Odd Fellows'
lodge tomorrow
night at which time there will be
A fine line of hair-rat"barretts, In- work in the initiatory and second devisible hair-pinside
and
back grees. All Odd Fellows are request,
combs, dressing combs, hair brushes, ed to be present
cube pin and many other Items, arRemains of the late C. O. Whitney
rived this week at the 6 and 10 Cent
were shipped on No. 8 this morning
store.
to Hillsdale, Mich., by Undertakers
FOR RENT Steinway piano. 508 J. C. Johnsen & Son, accompanied by
E. E. Whitney, a son of the deceased,
Main avenue.
who arrived here from Santa
Ana,
The Methodist ladies netted about Cal., yesterday,
, ,
$25 from their recent apron sale., '
Harry W. Schultz, who was brought
Always hot water at Colette barber up to the asylum here from
;
this afternoon, mention of
..
shop.
fe
whom was made at length 4n The
The La Pension hotel will open up Optic last evening, wag formerly a
a new dining room, Sunday. ,
railroad bnakeman on the New Mexico division, running out of La's VeDon't forget the dance at F. B. hall, gas. Wednesday night by Mrs. Edw
Tomorrow night is the date for a
O'Brien.
regular meeting of the city council
Get after the dandelions anil save and there is every prospect that a
be held. A large
your handsome lawns from utter de- meeting will
" ..
amount of important business will
struction.
come up at this session, including
Call up Main 276 for carnationt new building and wiring ordinances.
and other cut flowers. Floral designs
Will exchange nearly new (5) Pass
made up on short notice.
Perry
Buick 1909 Model Automobile for
Onion.
or
land near Las Vegas
Wagon
For Sale Good 1200 pound wort Mound, or will sell for $1,200 cash.
horse and surrey. Will sell separate Address Colfax Mercantile Co., Col
fax, N. M.
Apply at Hub.
LOCAL

Phone

BIG MONEY 0M

Phone Main 227.

5s

.

v

White fancy shirt Waist, trimmed with lacev'and embroidery 50c, .
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, and $1.75 worth double.
Black and, white check, 1 yard wide Taffeta, worth $1.75 yard at
'
$1.15 yard.
reNew line of white wash Dress Skirts, also Linen Color just - ceived at
.

care of and extended all courtesies

or

Bargains Offered

;

card to you addressed to

A 5c Order

'

EXPOSITION.

IFIG

If so file your name with us and we will issue a

To Those Who Order by Phone

,

LAS VEGAS' EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE
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Packed in glass jarst thereby' ref ainirg freshness and
ri ?
flavor.
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I. H. STEARflS
Croscrom Dutstioret ami Elsksro
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Russell Tailoring Go,
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